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Introduction 
 

First of all we want to thank you for using this product. In this manual we will try 
to provide all the information to make you develop RPA processes using Cartes.  

. 
Cartes is a powerful robot that allows the automation of manual processes. 

Cartes is able to perfom actions through the graphical interface of the  programs 
and systems involved, and it is also able to collaborate simultaneously in robot 
swarms. Cartes is the best software to automate and improve the performance of 
business processes.  
 

 Cartes Reduces the process runtime. 
 Cartes Reduces or eliminates the process error rate. 
 Cartes Reduces or eliminates the cost of human operators training. 
 It allows to reduce the specialization of  human operators by offering greater 

versatility between different processes  
 Cartes Reduces or eliminates the number of human operators involved to 

perform or supervise the processes. 
 It allows to implement new processes that were unapproachable due to cost or 

time. 
 It allows to implement new processes that were technically unfeasible 

 
All of them are powerful business reasons to use Cartes. On the other hand, 

Cartes has also consistent technical reasons that facilitate its implementation, By 
accessing the graphical interface of a program… 

 
 It is not necessary to access to sensible company databases. 
 It is not necessary to modify any of the systems or programs involved in the 

process. Very useful feature when working with closed systems. 
 Any human operator or member of the business team, who knows the process 

and the graphical interface of the programs involved, provides the neccesary 
information for the assigned Cartes developer to implement any automation. It 
eliminates the need of a computer engenieer advisor with deep technical 
knowledge about the functionalities of the process. 

 It is not intrusive, that is, it is not necessary to give Cartes more permissions to 
access to your systems than those that a human operator has to perfom the 
process. 

 
With all of this, we hope that Cartes will be useful and handy to use for you. 

Please, Read this manual calmly and leisurely, as some of the fundamental concepts 
of Cartes described here are l new and need to be assimilated appropriately 
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What is a Cartes Project for? 
 
The biggest difficulty to understand Cartes is its singularity. The Experience has 

taught us that people look for similarities between Cartes and other tools they already 
know, The lack of a reference may cause wrong expectations or even associate 
misunderstanding concepts to Cartes. 
 

A Cartes project is designed with the aim of replacing or assisting human 
operators, who interact with one or several applications in order to carry out a business 
process. Here are some examples: 
 

In a certain company every time a customer calls to buy a product, the operator 
must enter the order and billing data in system A, and re-enter the billing data in 
system B. Cartes can release the operator of doing the second task by capturing 
information from system A when is typed. Cartes could type the information into system 
B. All of this without modifying the system A, nor the B, directly "typing" the data in the 
interface of B. 
 

In another company they need  real-time information about the state of the 
market on a regular basis, or even about its competitors. With Cartes you can 
implement a robot that extracts that information from Internet, by "scanning" the most 
relevant web sites. 
 
            In a third company, this time a security company, every time a customer calls to 
change his home access code, the operator must charge 1 euro, but sometimes the 
human operator forgets this charge.With Cartes you can implement a process that 
detects the situation by reading the information while the operator is entering it into the 
system and reminds you to collect, or even make  Cartes  responsible to collect this 
charge.   
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First Step: “Hello world” 
 

A typical way, for developers to begin learning a new programming tool is by 
coding a simple program that, for example, shows "Hello World" on the screen. We will 
begin this guide doing the same, developing a Cartes project that writes "Hello World" 
in the Windows Notepad 

 
A Cartes project contains references to the components of the graphical 

interface of the applications, like buttons, combos, text labels… It also provides 
functions and commands to interact with these components.  

 
Open RPA Developer and create a new project from the "File" menu, as shown 

in the figure. Then give it a name, "My first project", and a description, "My Hello World 
with Cartes", for example. Save it where you prefer chosing  "Save as ...", from the 
"File" menu, and name this file as "NotePadExample01". 
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The next step is to create a Cartes variable with the name $Notepad. To do this, 

go to "Variables" " tab, press "New", type “$Notepad“ (note the “$” symbol) in the 
"Name" field and in "Description" type "Notepad Window", click on "Capture" and 
choose Win32 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
At this point the Win32 window will appear. Open the application Windows 

Notepad. After the Notepad is loaded, back to Cartes Developer, click on button 
"Capture” You can see that the text of the button changes to "Stop". Place the mouse 
over the Notepad text editor, wait 2 seconds, and press the space bar. You just  have 
captured your first variable . Click on "Recover" and the properties of the component 
will be shown. 
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 Finally, press "OK". The capture window will be closed. Now, click on "Save" to 
save the variable and the project. Run the project from the "Run" menu or by pressing 
F9. Go to the "Testing" tab and type: 

 
 

 
 

$Notepad.value(“Hello world.”); 
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Click on "Run script" button to execute the script and the "Hello world" text will 

appear in the Notepad.. 
 

 
 

The code you have just written is a programming language that we call Cartes 
Script and is very similar to PHP. If you want to know all the avalaibles actions you can 
apply on "$Notepad", deploy the variable in the left tree and you can drag the action 
over the Code Editor. Then simply fill in the parameters 
  

 
 
 You can also, as seen in the figure above, deploy the help of all commands, 
actions, and classes that are available. Open the Editor menu (right-click on the editor) 
and select "Declarations". You can drag and drop any command over the code 
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 Well, now we will show you how to access to Cartes from an external program. 
For this example we will use VBScript. Create a VBScript file in the same directory 
where you saved the "NotePadExample01.crty" project and enter the following 
instructions: 
 
Dim Cartes 
 
Set Cartes = CreateObject("Cartes.CartesObj") 
projectPath = replace(Wscript.ScriptFullName, Wscript.ScriptName, "") 
projectFile = projectPath & "NotePadExample01.crty" 
result = Cartes.execute("open("""&projectFile&""");"&chr(13)&chr(10)&_ 
                        "$Notepad.value(""Hello world."");") 
if Cartes.LastError <> "" then 
  msgBox Cartes.LastError   
  wscript.quit 
end if 
 

 
Once you've created it, run it and ... it is done. "Hello world" is written again in 

the Notepad. The example starts by creating an ActiveX instance of Cartes, by this 
way you can access Cartes from any Windows program. The vbs continues calculating 
the full path of the Cartes project file, after finding it it the vbs program calls a method 
of Cartes that allows you to execute a Cartes Script. This script contains two 
statements: load the project and then type "Hello world." in the Notepad. Finally Cartes 
exports a method that informs about the errors ocurred during the execution of the 
script. More details in the section Programming with Cartes, ActiveX. 
 
 Obviously this is a very basic project, so in next sections of this manual the 
capabilities of Cartes Script and the management of a project are detailed in depth. 
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Cartes Project 
 
A Cartes project is the set of references to graphical interface components of 

other applications (buttons, combos, text labels ...) along with sequences of 
instructions that interact with them, and triggers (events that launch Cartes routines). 
The "Variables" and "Initial Project Script" tabs that you can see in the project window 
below, correspond to the graphical presentation that will allow you to manage these 
fundamental parts of a project. 

 

 

Variables 
 

The variables in this tab represent symbolically by a name (it must always start 
with the $ character) references to components of other applications, such as windows, 
buttons, lists, or labels. The action of making this association between the name and 
the component of any application is called Components Capture, and once realized we 
will obtain the captured Variables and methods. 
 

 
A component can have different references over time: for example, a "Start" 

button that changes its text to "Cancel" when is pressed, the saved reference may not 
match. Cartes´ Artificial Intelligent solves these problems very well. However it is a 
huge mistake to think that it also solves the inverse. That is, not having our "Cancel" 
button does not mean that Cartes does not find another "Cancel" button. In fact, it is 
very common for us to be the wrong ones: they change the appearance of the window 
a bit and we think that it is another "Cancel" button, but Cartes does not confuse these 
changes. 

 
How does it do it? References are a set of attributes of the component, saved at 

the time of capture. References are made up of a huge number of attributes, may be 
hundreds, and are used to recognize the component in the future. These attributes are 
compared with the components of the system by a sophisticated heuristic that 
recognizes the good one. This feature makes Cartes especially robust to changes in 
applications. 

. 
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This tab provides all the information and actions you need to create, modify and 

delete variables. 
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Initial Project Script 
 

In this tab you can include in your project a sequence of definitions, functions, 
classes, and Cartes Script statements that will be executed each time the project is 
launched. The definitions of functions and classes that you make here are loaded into 
the cartes memory, and remain if you have finished running the script, until you close 
the project or open another one. This allows you to continue launching Cartes scripts 
from other programs using all the features that you have developed in the project. 
 

 
 
 If you want to test a Cartes script, you have available the run button, as shown 
in the figure below, and the message area with the output returned by the script. All the 
script statements return some value, and every script returns the value of its last 
statement. This value is shown in this zone. If an error occurs during the execution of a 
statement, the message shows the cause of the error. 
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Testing 
 
  
 

 
 

 
 In this tab you can run and test 
instructions and scripts. Its operation is identical 
to the "Initial Project Script" tab. 
 
 In order to have the "Run script" button 
activated, you must have the project saved, with 
no changes pending, and in execution. What 
does it mean to have the project in execution? 
RPA Developer is just an IDE that allows you to 
develop a cartes project. 
 
 A project must be loaded in Cartes to be 
executed. That is, the IDE must load the 
definitions of variables, classes and functions of 
the project in Cartes. That's what happens when 
you run the process. You can do this from the 
"Run" menu or by pressing F9. After, you can 
press the Run Testing button to test the script. 
 

 

 
 
When you have your process running you can launch your “Testing” script in Cartes. 
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Capture Components 
 

From the RPA Developer you can access to a help video about how to capture 
components. In the images you can see how to access this video. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
Capturing a component to link it to a Cartes variable, is done from the "Capture" 

button on the "Variables" tab. To do this we must create a variable or modify an 
existing one before we can press the "Capture" button. If you are creating a variable, 
after pressing the button will appear a menu that will ask you to choose the API of the 
component you want to capture. Depending on the API you choose, the capture 
window will be different. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 You can see in the figure that you can choose between a Win32 Capture, 
MSHTML Capture, Data, SAP Capture, Java Capture and EHLAPI32 Capture. Each 
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one manages a different API, and we call them cartes Extension. The data extension 
allows you to store data into Cartes variables. 

Wrapper 
 
 Every captured component belongs to a class. That is, the component has a set 
of properties, methods and attributes that are identical to other components: this set of 
components conform/define the class. For example, all the 32 types of combos in 
Windows share certain features that define them as combo box. The same happens 
with the set of buttons or the set of edit boxes. A Wrapper of Cartes corresponds to 
each of these sets, it allows us to handle all the components of a class in the same 
way. For example, all combos of Windows 32 are handled in the same way in Cartes. 
The class to which a component belongs is indicated by its property “class”.The API 
associated by Cartes is shown by the Wrapper property. In the figure below you can 
see this information in the Capute Window of RPA Developer 
 

 
 

This association that Cartes makes between the property “class” and the 
wrapper is based precisely on the class name of the component. As we can see in the 
example "Edits", these two properties are associated to "Win32 Class" and “Edit”. 
Therefore, if a programmer develops its own component and registers it in Windows 
with the class name MyBeautifulComponent, it is very possible that this association will 
not be realized. Consequently, Cartes allows to configure these associations from the 
"Extensions" menu, from where you can  choose the API that you want to configure. 
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Win32 Configurator 

 
 The figure shows the configurator for the Win32 API. In it you can add new 
associations between Win32 classes and wrappers, modify existing ones or delete 
them. Always within your project, that is, all the changes you make belong exclusively 
to the scope of your project. 

Win32 Capture 
 
 Here you can capture API components of Windows 32. The best way to explain 
this window is to understand the "Capture" buttom. Press it with the mouse. The first 
thing you may notice is that the text of the button changes to "Stop" and it takes the 
Windows focus. The second, and most important, is that the window shows the 
coordinates of the mouse pointer, and the class of the Windows component that we 
have under the pointer. Try it, go over the screen with your mouse pointer for a few 
moments and see how the capture window reflects the kind of component the mouse is 
pointing To capture the component, press the space key, notice that the capture button 
changes its text from “Stop” to “Capture”, Following these easy steps we have captured 
the component. Now click on "Recover" and all the properties of the component that 
are accessible by Cartes will be shown 
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During the execution of a process it is necessary to 

locate the component to which the variable refers. This 
process can be very costly, so Cartes includes a learning 
option during execution that shortens and reduces the 
localization cost. The "Allow learning" option allows us to 
enable or disable the Cartes skill of "learning". During the 
learning process, Cartes assumes that all the components 
that recognizes are correct, and that does not have to be so, 
they may be mistaken. From here, learning can become 
flawed, so you need to be able to disable the option. 

 
You will also find the "Auto" 

option very useful. When it is 
actived, cartes will capture the 
component under the mouse after 
15 seconds. This is very useful if you want to capture 
components without using the space key. 

 
 There will be many situations where you can not 
capture a component using the "Capture" button, either 

because the component is not visible or due to the particularities of the application. In 
these cases you will have to use the "Route" button. To do this you must capture other 
component of the window, as close as possible to the component you want to capture, 
and then click on "Route". It will open the "Path tree" window with the tree structure that 
the Windows interfaces usually have, The root is the window the component belongs 
to, and the element selected is the captured component . The figure shows the 
components tree of Windows Notepad. The title of each node reflects the value of the 
component, within the brackets the Windows class, and the number refers to the 
Handle. 
 

 
 

The component Cartes captures is the one selected in the tree when you press 
the "Capture" button. Of course, if you press "Cancel" the window will close without any 
effect. 
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 When capturing a component you should consider a set of attributes that you 
have to adjust during capture. The first and simplest of all is the title of the main 
window. Cartes begins to search the title of the main Window to recognize a 
component. However, this title may change constantly. For example, Notepad changes 
its title according to the name of the document that is loaded 
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To solve this problem, in the figure above you can see that the title can be set 
manually. Tipying a key word of the title between the “*” symbol is very useful to make 
Cartes recognizes any captured component. The second parameter to adjust is the 
Wrapper, which is described in the Wrapper section 
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MSHTML Capture 
 
 With this window you can capture HTML components through the MSHTML API 
offered by Microsoft Internet Explorer. That is, it is only compatible with Internet 
Explorer. 
 
 The best way to explain this window is to understand the "Capture" button. To 
do this, open Internet Explorer and go to any Web you want. Set Internet Explorer and 
the capture window without overlapping on the screen and allowing a clear view of both 
windows. Then press the "Capture" button. You will notice that the text of the button 
changes to "Stop" and takes the focus of Windows. Then you must move the mouse 
pointer over the HTML page that contains Internet Explorer. Now, the coordinates of 
the mouse pointer appear in the capture window, and the class of the HTML 
component that we have under the pointer. Try it out, go over the page with your 
mouse pointer for a few moments and see how the window reflects the kind of HTML 
component you have below. After that, press the space key. 
 

With this we have captured the HTML component that was under the pointer of 
the mouse when you pressed the space key. Now click on "Recover" and all the 
properties of the component that are accessible by Cartes will be shown.  

 

 
 

 
 
  During the execution of a process it is necessary to locate the 
component to which the variable refers. This process can be very costly, so Cartes 
includes a learning option during execution that shortens and reduces the localization 
cost. The "Allow learning" option allows us to enable or disable the use of "learning". 
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During the learning process, Cartes interprets that all the components it locates are 
correct, and that does not have to be so. Imagine you look for a panel within a HTML 
page, but imagine that the upload fails. In that case, another HTML page appears 
describing an error and links to a panel on this page. From here, learning is corrupt, so 
you need to disable the option. 
 

On many occasions in which you can not capture a component using the 
"Capture" button, either because the component is not visible or due to the Web 
particularities. For example, tags that are part of a page called by a frame or an iframe 
can not be captured with "Capture", In this case, you will have to use an alternative 
method.  
In these cases you have two options. Use the "Route" button directly, or use the 
"Explorers" button 

 
If you use the "Route" button, you must first capture some other HTML 

component of the page, as close as possible to the component you want to capture, 
and then click on "Route".  
It will open the "HTML Structure" window with the tree structure of HTML, the root is 
the HTML document, that is, <html> tag, and the element selected is the one of the 
captured tag  

 

 
 

The title of each node reflects the value, and within the in brackets the tag 
class. Cartes captures the component that it is selected in the tree when you press the 
"Capture" button. 
Of course, if you click "Cancel" the window will be closed without any effect. 

 
Thanks to "Explorers" button the capture window will be able to access to 

hidden or embedded Internet Explorer within other applications.Press it and the 
window that appears shows all the existing ones in the system. 
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Pressing "Accept" you will capture the HTML tag of the page, and then you can 
click on "Route" to capture any other tag 
 
 When capturing a tag you have to consider a parameter that you have to adjust 
during the capture: the title of the HTML page. When Cartes should be linked to a tag, 
it begins by searching the HTML page by different characteristics.One of them is the 
title, which, on many situations, changes. For example, Google modifies the title of the 
page depending on the section of the Internet portal where you navigate 
 

 
 

This adjustment of the title, as shown in the figure, is performed using asterisks. 
The asterisk means that wherever you place it there may be any text. 

 
 

Data 
 

Cartes Extension Data is not an API engine. It is a module that allows you to 
create cartes variables with default values and that you can change during the 
execution of your project 
 

 
 

These variables are especially useful for transferring data from one process to 
another or as global configuration variables. 
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Java Capture 
 
 With the extension of Java32 you can capture SAP components, but you must 
first install "Java Access Bridge". How to do this is described at Installing Java Access 
Bridge appendix. 
 
 With this window you can capture Java components through the Java32 API, 
open a Java application. Place the Java application and the capture window without 
overlapping on the screen and allowing a clear view of both windows.Then click the 
button "Capture". Opened Java windows will be shown, select the window you want to 
capture components. 
 

 

 

 
From here it works similarly to the capture windows already described.  

Click on the "Recover" button to recover the properties of the component or clicking on 
"Route" to access to the window structure. 
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SAP Capture 
 
With SAP extension you can capture SAP components, but you must first install 

and configure "SAP GUI Scripting". How to do this is described at Installing SAP 
Scripting. 
 
 With this window you can capture SAP components through the SAP API. The 
best way to explain this window is to understand "SAP Windows" button.To do this, log 
in to SAP. Place SAP and the capture window without overlapping on the screen and 
allowing a clear view of both windows. Then click the button “SAP Windows”. SAP 
Windows will be shown. Select the window you want to capture components. 
 

 

 

 
 

From here it works in a similar way to the capture windows already described. 
Click on the "Recover" button to recover the properties of the component or click on 
"Route" to access to the window structure. 

 
A particularity of SAP is that not all components you will see at SAP windows 

will be accessible by the SAP extension of the robot. It is usual to find in the windows 
of SAP other embebed applications, like HTML components, Java or Windows 32. To 
access them you will have to use the corresponding extension, that is, if a component 
does not appear with the SAP extension, try the Win32, HTML or Java extension. 
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EHLAPI32 Capture 
 

With this window you can capture 3270 and 5250 terminal sessions through 
IBM Personal Communications. That is, you can interact with sessions to IBM 
mainframes as AS / 400. It should be noted that Robot Cartes only accesses the 
sessions that you manage with IBM Personal Communications 

 
The image in the figure shows the capture window of EHLAPI32. It works 

similarly to the capture windows already described. 
 

 
 

After clicking the "Capture" button a window with the list of your open sessions 
in your IBM Personal Communications will be shown. Select the one of your interest 
and click on accept. 
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In order to capture the session you should consider a parameter that you must 
adjust during capture: the name of the session. Robot Cartes looks for the session to 
which it must be linked by its name, which in many occasion changes. 

 
 

 
 

 
To set the session name, as shown in the figure, is performed by using 

asterisks. The asterisk means that wherever you place it there can be any text, and it is 
also possible to put all the asterisks you need. 
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Artificial Intelligence 
 

Robot Cartes uses artificial intelligence to recognize the components it works 
with and to be able to adapt to changes in its environment. This distinctive feature 
gives it a great power that the student must learn to handle. 

 
The computational cost of searching through the screen or screens for a 

component by A.I. It's very important. So important that it was necessary to restrict 
their consumption of resources and find a balance between intelligence and efficiency. 
Therefore, the following limits were imposed on A.I.: 
 

1) A.I scans the components on the screen until it finds the correct. That scan is 
not "forgotten" and is reused if you search  a second component. 

2) The search time was restricted to a few seconds per component and is forced 
to give the best solution after the time limit expires.  

3) It is only allowed to search for the component the first time it is referenced from 
cartes Script by the name of the variable. Once found Cartes creates some type 
of direct link to the memory area of the instance of that component. In this way 
the second time the component is referenced by its variable name the A.I. 
access to the component directly without searching. 
 
These limits imposed on the A.I. work very well and only have small 

disadvantages that the RPA Developer compensates with simplicity. 
 

1) If the screen changes, the A.I. doesn't realize because it reuses the scans. It is 
the responsibility of the programmer to notify the A.I., and for this there is 
the reset command. This command, refer to it in the manual, tells the A.I. to 
delete all the links, scans and caches it has to start from scratch to review the 
screen. 

2) It is possible that there is such a large number of components in an application 
that the A.I. runs out of time before locating the component. It is very unlikely, 
but possible. Sometimes it happens with very complex HTML pages. The A.I. 
remembers the scan and reuse it, just re-invoke the variable to search again the 
component, or invoke another nearby variable to have the zone "Pre-scanned". 
 
 Sometimes the distinctive features of the component we are looking for with 

Cartes will be few and similar to other on-screen components. If these few and/or 
similar characteristics change over time, they can cause Cartes to choose the wrong 
component or find nothing. To minimize this problem we will always facilitate the 
recognition to the A.I. following these guidelines. 

 

a) Use the resize command of Win32 Class to reset the windows to a 
standard size that you'll decide. So the components will appear more or less 
in the same positions and Cartes will detect it. 

b) Do not maximize windows, use "resize". If you maximize, the size will change 
with the screen resolution. In addition, the keyboard focus is more difficult to 
manage when there are maximized windows. 

c) Always capture the component that has the most distinctive features. For 
example, components with an Id value are usually very safe.   
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Cartes Script 
 
Cartes Script is a programming language oriented to objects, thought and 

designed for RPA, being the first of this category and today the only one. It allows you 
to interact with different objects, classes and Functions that are part of Cartes and to 
define new objects, classes and Functions in a project, as well as include the 
definitions of libraries that you develop. Cartes Script is similar to PHP in its syntax, 
with some small differences, so if you already know PHP it will be very easy to learn. 
Cartes Script is indifferent to the use of uppercase or lowercase while coding. 

 

Data Types 
 

The different types of data that you can use in Cartes Script are shown in the 
following table. 
 

Type description syntax example 
String Text string, literal Double quoting “RPA Suite” 

Integer 
Whole number Sequence of digits with 

or without a sign 
154 
0 

-154 

Real 

Real number Whole part with or 
without sign, separated 
by a point of the 
decimal part. 

2.5 
3.1415926 

Boolean 
Allows true or false 
values 

The words true and 
false are used 

true 
false 

Object 
Refers to an instance of 
some class 

Instances are created 
with the new reserved 
word. 

new Datetime 

 
You will not need to indicate cartes the data types. Cartes identifies them by 

itself to operate because of the way you write them in the code. Therefore, you should 
only write them properly and operate them with sense. 

. 

Variables 
 

The name of the variables in Cartes Script always starts with the $ symbol 
followed by an alphabetic string. We can declare a variable at any point in the code by 
assigning a value. For example, 
 
$mivariable = 25.37; 

 
The statement declares the variable $mivariable, so we can use it from this 

point in the code and also assigns it the value 25.37. The types of values that we can 
assign to a variable are described in the Data Types section. You can see that it is not 
necessary to declare the variable indicating the data type. In Cartes Script the 
variables do not have to be typed and are able to receive data of any kind. That is, we 
can assign values of different types to a variable. The next example is totally correct. 
 
$mivariable = 25.37; 
$mivariable = “RPA Suite”; 
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Operators 
 

Operators in Cartes Script allow you to generate Booleans, logical, 
mathematical, date, and string expressions. 
 

type Syntax Description example 

Booleans 

and 
&& 

Only if the terms are true returns 
true 

true and true 
$a && $b 

or 
|| 

If at least one of the terms is true 
returns true 

true || false 
$a or $b 

not 
! 

Returns the opposite of the term not(true) 
!($b) 

Logical 

¡= Only if the two terms are different 
returns true 

“Cartes” ¡= $b 

== Only if the two terms are equal 
returns true 

$a == $b 

< Returns true only if the term on 
the left is lower 

$a < $b 

<= Returns true only if the term on 
the left is less than or equal. 

4 <= $b 

> Returns true only if the term on 
the left is greater. 

$a > 4 

>= Returns true only if the term on 
the left is greater than or equal. 

$a >= “Cartes” 

Mathematical 

+ Returns the sum of the terms. $a + $b 
- Returns the subtraction. $a - $b 
* Returns the multiplication. $a * $b 
/ Returns the division. $a / $b 

mod Returns the remainder of the 
division. 

$a mod $b 

String & & concatenates two strings. “Robot” & “Cartes” 

 
Cartes Script has the usual precedence to resolve operations (multiplication is 

operated before the sum, logical not is used before and...) and if you need to alter or 
specify precedence you can use parentheses. Therefore, in operations it is allowed to 
use values and variables of different types. Cartes Script is responsible for performing 
the conversions in a logical way, and if it is not possible to make the operation, Cartes 
will throw an exception that can be handled by the try catch statement. Examples: 
 

expression result notes 
$a = 15 + 9 * 8; 87  
$a = “The result is “& (15 + 
9 * 8) The result is 87 

Cartes makes the 
conversion to string 

$a = not(15 + 9 * 8); false 
87 is different from zero, 
which Cartes interprets as 
true. 

$a = 15 + "9 * 8";  
It generates a conversion 
error. 
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Statements 
 

Staments in Cartes Script allow us to control the flow of the process with 
conditions and loops, it also treats the errors generated during the execution. 

if 
If the expression returns True, Cartes will execute the first block of instructions. 

If the expression does not return True, Cartes will execute the "Else" instruction Block. 
 
if(expression){ 
 
 } 
else{ 
 
 } 
 
If examples; 
 

 
if ($a > $b) $c = 1; 
else $c = 0; 
 

 
if ($a > $b) $c = 1; 
 

 
if ($a > $b){ 
  $c = 1; 
 } 
else{ 
  $c = 0; 
 } 
 

 

while 
While the expression returns True, Cartes will run the instruction block in loop 

over and over again. 
 
while (expression){ 
 
 } 
 
In this example, the instruction block will be run 10 times. 
$i = 0; 
while ($i < 10){ 
  $i = $i + 1; 
 } 
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break 
 
 This statement finishes the execution of any loop. In the example, the 
instruction block will be run 5 times. 
$i = 0; 
while ($i < 10){ 
  if ($i > 4) break; 
  else $i = $i + 1; 
 } 
 

do while 
 
 Cartes will run the instruction block over and over again in loop as long as the 
expression returns TRUE. 
do{ 
 
}while (expression); 
 
In the example, the instruction block will be run 10 times. 
 
$i = 0; 
do{ 
  $i = $i + 1; 
}while ($i < 10) 
 

for 
 

As long as the expression 2 returns True, Cartes will execute the instruction 
block again and again in loop. The first expression allows you to initialize a variable, 
and the third expression to operate it. 
 
for expression1 ; expression2 ; expression3){ 
   
 } 
 
In the example, the instruction block will run 5 times. 
for ($i = 0; $i < 10; $i = $i + 1){ 
  if ($i > 4) break; 
} 
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throw 
 

With the "throw" statement we can generate a code error that can be handled at 
a higher level. To do this we must create an instance of the Exception class with the 
description of the error and, if we want, we can assign an identification code for the 
error with a whole number. 
 
throw new Exception(“Error Message”, $ErrorCode); 
 

The exception class has several constructors that can be consulted in the 
exception section. The throw statement can also be used without generating the 
Exception instance within the "try catch" statement because the error handle in the 
catch clause would be propagated. 
 

try catch 
 
 This statement allows you to handle errors. Cartes will try to run the "try" 
instruction block. If an error occurs in that execution, Cartes will execute the "catch" 
instruction block. The "finally" instruction block will always be executed, with or without 
errors in the "try". The different ways you can declare the try statement are: 
  
 
try{ 
 
}catch($error){ 
 
 } 
}finally{ 
 
} 

try{ 
 
}catch{ 
 
 } 
}finally{ 
 
} 

try{ 
 
}catch($error){ 
 
 } 
 

try{ 
 
}catch{ 
 
 } 
 

try{ 
 
}finally{ 
 
} 

 
You can see that the blocks "catch" and "finally" are optional. The $error 

parameter is also optional. In the "Catch" instruction block you can include the throw 
statement without the exception, which means that it throws the error to a higher level. 

 
try{ 
 
}catch{ 
 
  throw; 
 } 
 

try{ 
 
}catch($error){ 
 
  throw; 
 } 
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reset 
 

Cartes is an Artificial Intelligence capable of recognizing the components shown 
on the screen. Technically it is an algorithm that consumes many resources, too many 
if we do not limit them. Cartes has a timeout of few seconds to find a component on the 
screen, after that time Cartes recognizes the most similar component It finds (if it 
exceeds a threshold, of course). If Cartes is asked to find another component, it will 
first look for the component in which it has already located on the screen, minimizing 
the consumption of resources of the machine. This technique, along with some others, 
like its ability to learn, has made the artificial intelligence of Cartes functional and 
viable, solving these problems of recognition.  

 
However, it presents an easily surpassable disadvantage. If the screen changes 

because new components appear or others disappear, cartes will not detect it because 
it does not scan the screen every time you ask for a component,  Cartes "Remember" 
the scans and look for them. It is necessary to warn Cartes that the screen has 
changed. The reset function is used for this. Clears the robot's cache, that is, the 
reference to the variables that Cartes has loaded in its memory. It only clears the 
cache of the variables loaded that refer to the application API. The $api parameter is a 
string  

 
 

reset ($api); 

$api Values 
 

 “Win32” 
 “MSHTML” 
 “EHLAPI32” 
 “SAP” 
 “JAVA32” 

 
 
 
Returns 1 if everything was right. 
 
Examples 
 
reset(“MSHTML”); ‘Clears the cache of MSHTML API variables; 
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Functions 
 
 Functions allow you to encapsulate code in order to be able to use it later, 
without the need to repeat it, simply giving it a name. In case that you indicate 
parameters, these will be taken as variables within the body of the function. 
 
 

 
We can indicate parameters in the function 
statement 

 
We may indicate no parameters in the 
function statement. 
 

 
function myname($parameter1,...){ 
 
 } 
 

 
function myname{ 
 
 } 
 

 
function myname($parameter1, &$parameter2,...){ 
 
 } 

 
 
We can declare parameters by reference including the & symbol in front. 

 
The parameters are declared by value or by reference. The parameters by 

value are those whose value will not change after the execution of the function, and the 
parameters by reference can change its value after the call to the function. Example; 
 
 
function increaseTop($top, &$counter, $step){ 
  if ($counter < $top) 
              $counter = $counter + $step; 
  else $counter = $top; 
 } 
 
$j = 10; 
$i = 0; 
while ($i < $j){ 
  increaseTop($j, $i, $j / 2); 
 } 
 

 
The function increases the 
value of $counter until 
exceeding the value of $top. 
 
The body of the loop, the call 
to increase Top, will be 
executed 2 times. Until $i is 
equal to $j. 

 
In the example above note that the invocation to the function includes the 

assignment of $step to the result of $j/2. The parameters by value are assigned by 
constants, variables or expressions.The parameters by reference only by variables. 

 
Functions can return values and thus become part of expressions. The returned 

value is indicated by the return statement, which also finishes the execution of the 
function. Besides Cartes Script supports recursion. In other words, functions have the 
ability to invoke themselves. Let's see the following example that calculates the 
factorial of a number. The factorial is the result of multiplying a natural number by all 
the natural numbers that precede it except zero. 
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function factorial($num){ 
  if ($num > 1) 
              return $num * factorial($num - 1); 
  else return $num; 
 } 
 
$j = factorial(10); 
 

After the execution $j will have 
the factorial value of 10. 
 
10 * 9 * 8 * 7 … * 1 = 3628800 

 
One last feature of the functions in Cartes Script is that they allow overload. 

That is, it can have multiple functions with the same name as long as they have a 
different number of parameters. Example of a function that multiplies. 
 
 
function multiply($a, $b){ 
  return $a * $b; 
 } 
 
function multiply($a, $b, $c){ 
  return $a * $b * $c; 
 } 
 
$j = multiply (10, multiply(7, 11), 6); 
 

 
Cartes solves the ambiguity of 
the name by the number of 
parameters. The result is that 
$j will have the value 4620. 

 

Global 
 
 In several situations we will have the need to access from the inside of the 
Functions to higher-level variables, that is, all those variables declared outside the 
function code. The variables that represent the captured components are an example 
of this: They can not be declared within a function. To access these variables within the 
body of the function we must declare them with the global sentence.  
Global indicates Cartes Script that the variable is out of the function. Example;  
 
 
function notepadWrite($text){ 
  Global $Notepad; 
 
  if (not($Notepad.componentExist)) 
       run(“notepad.exe”); 
  $Notepad.value($text); 
 } 
 
notepadWrite(“Hello world”); 
 

 
The variable $Notepad 
contains the capture of 
Windows notepad editor 
 
 
The notepadWrite function will 
open the notepad if $ Notepad 
does not exist, then it will write 
the value of $text to the editor. 

 
 
If we did not declare with Global the variable $Notepad, Cartes Scriptwould understand 
that it is a local variable to the function, so, in this case, it would give us a syntax error 
when not finding the declaration of $Notepad 
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Include libraries 
 
 One of the best ideas that includes Cartes Script is to allow the use of libraries. 
That is, we can include in our projects Variables, Functions and classes of other 
projects. For example, if we have a project to handle Notepad we can include it in our 
project and have access to its captured components and implemented functions  
 

merge 
 
 It is a command for Cartes Script that allows you to include a second project 
within yours. In the parameter "$filename" we must indicate the rpa project that we 
want to include. If the name of two variables matches, the variable of the project in 
execution is updated with the definition of the second project. Returns 1 if everything 
was right. 
 
merge($filename); 
 

Merge is not a statement, because even if you write it together with the rest of 
the sentences in the script, it is not executed with them. This is a directive that will load 
the referenced project in cartes, which allows from that moment in its script to access 
the content of the loaded project. Example; 
 
merge(ExtractFilePath(Projectfile) & “notepad.rpa”); 
$notepad.value(“Hello world”); 

 
The "ExtractFilePath" function returns the folder of the file passed as parameter  

and "ProjectFile" returns the file of the project alreary loaded in Cartes. In the example, 
Merge loads the project "notepad.rpa" located in the same folder as the project in 
execution, and from that point Cartes has access to the variables of that project. In this 
case,“$notepad”. 
 

open 
 It is a directive that allows you to upload a project in Cartes from an external 
application. Opening a project in cartes means loading the captured component 
definitions, execute the script defined in the Initial Project Script, and maintaine all the 
Variables, Functions, and Classes definitions that it contains. 
 
open($filename); 
 

Its operation is similar to merge command, and returns 1 if everything went well. 
Cartes allows you to run scripts from external applications using its ActiveX. How to do 
it is described in section Programming with Cartes, ActiveX. For example, You can 
develop a program in Visual Basic with which to control an application such as Chrome 
using cartes. 
 

close 
 
 This command closes the current project. That is, relases Cartes of all the 
definitions of Variables, Functions and Classes of the project in progress. Returns 1 if 
everything was right. 
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Classes 
 

Cartes Script allows object-oriented programming with inheritance, 
polymorphism, and Overload. Example of a class Declaration. 
 
class MyClass extends Object{ 
  private $value; 
 
  __construct($parameter1){ 
    $parent.__construct; 
   } 
  __destruct{ 
    $parent.__destruct; 
   } 
  public override function assign($object){ 
    $this.value = $Object.value; 
   } 
  public virtual function price{ 
    return $this.value; 
   } 
  protected virtual function price($value){ 
    $this->value = $value; 
   } 
 }; 
 

 
The example defines a 
class named MyClass that 
inherits from the Object 
class, indicated by 
extends. 
 
Defines a constructor 
with a parameter that 
invokes the constructor 
of its parent class. 
 
It also defines a 
destructor that invokes 
the destructor of its 
parent. 
 
Redefine with override 
the method of its parent 
assign. 
 

 
Declares two methods to manipulate $value that allow them to be 
redefined in inherited Classes. One method is declared with public 
visibility and the other protected. 
 

We can also see that to access to parent values and methods it uses the word 
$parent, and to access those of the same instance uses $this. To write the 
invocations to methods and variables of the same instance you can use, a dot or ->, 
indistinctly 
 
 All classes inherit from the Object class. If you do not indicate inheritance with 
extends, Cartes Script will inherit your class to inherit from the Object class. 

new 
 
 The statement new allows you to instantiate classes. Just indicate the class and 
parameters of the constructor. 
 
new YourClassName(parameters) 
 

The following example creates an instance of the Datetime class with a date 
and stores it into the variable $date. 
 
$date = new datetime(2014, 9, 1); 
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Cartes library 
 

Cartes has a library of functions and classes that allow you to work and operate 
comfortably. You can look it up in RPA Developer 
 

 
 
The left area marked with the red box shows the variables of the captured components. If you 
deploy it you will see the operations you can apply to the component. If you select the 
operation, the description of the operation will appear marked in red in the central area. You can 
also drag the operation over the code. 
 

 
 
The right area marked with the red box shows the functions, classes and sentences available 
with Cartes. If you select any of them, in the central area marked in red you will see the 
description of it. 
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It has a list of the library functions, 
classes and methods 
. 

 
 
 

 

 
 
And of the reserved words, sentences and operators. 

 
 

We are going to describe some of the functions and classes that we consider 
the most relevant ones. You can consult the complete library at RPA Developer. 
 

Functions Swarm commands 
 

 Balloon 
 close 
 Forensic 
 Kill 
 merge 
 Name 
 open 
 ProjectFile 
 ProjectId 
 reset 
 Run 
 VisualMode 

 

 Iterations 
 IterationLast 
 RegisterIteration 
 SendLifeSignal 
 SwarmDelay 
 SwarmDelayDefault 
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Balloon 
 
It shows a bubble next to the Cartes icon in the taskbar with the indicated message. 
 
balloon ($text) 
 

Forensic 
 
Writes the indicated text in the Windows Event Viewer in the application branch. 
 
forensic ($text) 

 

Kill 
 
Aborts the indicated process. The process can be indicated in two ways: 
 

 If the process is indicated by its PID, it will kill only that process. 
 If the process is indicated by name, all processes with that name will be killed 

 
kill ($process) 
 
Example 
 
kill (“notepad.exe”); ‘It will kill all “notepad.exe” processes 
 

Name 
 
Name 
 
This command returns the currently running project name. 
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ProjectFile 
Returns the project file loaded in cartes. 
 
ProjectFile 
 

ProjectId 
 
Returns the project identifier loaded in cartes. 
 
ProjectId 
 

Run 
 
Runs an external program. This is a call to the Windows Shell, so it allows the same 
syntax as the Windows command console, that is, it can indicate parameters and quote 
the routes with spaces. 
 
run ($programFile) 
 
Runs a Windows program, such as Internet Explorer or Notepad. 
 
Example 
 
run(“www.google.es”); //Opens the indicated URL  
run(“““C:\Cartes\Basic Script.vbs”” parameter1”); /* Launches the visual 
basic script indicated with the parameter*/ 
run(“chrome.exe http://www.google.com”); // Opens the indicated page with 
Chrome 

VisualMode 
 
When this property is activated Cartes highlights the component in wich is currently 
working on. It is very visual and useful for demonstrations. 
. 
 
visualMode ($active) 
 
Examples 
 
visualMode (1); ‘Activates the visual mode; 
visualMode (0); ‘Disables visual mode. 
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Swarm commands. 
 
Swarm commands are normal functions of Cartes Script that will perform some action 
and it will return some kind of information about the execution status by the swarm of 
processes. You need to have the RPA Suite platform installed in swarm mode.These 
commands can be very useful, although if you are not in swarm mode, you can use 
them without any error. 
 

 
 

To control the swarm processes we 
remind you that you must have the RPA 
Center installed, in the image you can see one 
of its control screens. With the RPA Center 
you can set schedules, establish priorities, 
remote access to Robot Cartes sessions, 
check statistics, audit iterations … 

 
  The following list shows the swarm 

commands sorted alphabetically. Marked in 
bold are the fundamental commands, but 

remember that they are all necessary and important 
 

 Iterations 
 IterationLast 
 RegisterIteration 
 SendLifeSignal 
 SendWarning 
 SwarmDelayDefault 
 Credential Manager 

 
RPA Suite automatically measures and records the time in all the processes it  runs 

on the platform: When a process starts and ends, which robot has run, on which 
machine … You can also add more information by taking your own measurements by 
invoking the function RegisterIteration. All this abundant amount of information 
creates a history that allows the swarm to learn using “Machine learning” algorithms 
and adapt to variations in the workload by using swarm artificial intelligence 
techniques. That is, if you use RegisterIteration properly, the swarm will know when 
you need more robots in one task, or less in another, you will know what is going late... 
so the swarm will be able to make real-time decisions to always achieve the 
optimal distribution of work among robots 
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Iterations 
 
 It returns the number of iterations of a certain process between two dates 
(“from” and “to”) or from a date to the present time, and, if indicated, it also filters the 
number of iterations results (“result0” … “resultN”). 
 
iterations($from, $to[, $result0,…, $resultN]) return integer 
iterations($from[, $result0,…, $resultN]) return integer 
 
The dates are Datetime objects or ISO formatted strings "yyyy/MM/DD hh: nn: ss", and 
the parameters with the results are strings or optionals. if the command is called with  
no arguments, it returns the number of all iterations   
Examples 
 
Iterations(“2014/08/15 21:06:23”, “OK”, “DUPLICATED”); 
 
The next  example returns the number of iterations from the indicated moment and with 
result as OK or KO  
 
Iterations(“2014/08/15 21:06:23”, “2014/08/16”); 
 
It takes the iterations from “2014/08/15 21:06:23” to  “2014/08/16 00:00:00”.  
 
 

IterationLast 
 
 Returns the date of the last iteration of the process carried out between two 
dates (“from” and “to”) or from a date to the present time, and, if indicated, it is also 
filtered by the iterations that had the indicated results (“result0” … “resultN”).  
 
iterationLast($from, $to[, $result0,…, $resultN]) return Datetime 
iterationLast ($from[, $result0,…, $resultN]) return Datetime 
 
Dates can be Datetime objects or indicated in ISO format, “yyyy/mm/dd hh:nn:ss”, and 
the parameters with the results are string type and optional. That is, if it is not 
indicated, the date of the last of all the iterations will be returned. If there was no 
recorded iteration during that period, it will return the string empty. 
 
Examples 
 
IterationLast(“2014/08/15 21:06:23”, “OK”, “DUPLICATED”); 
 
The example will return the date of the last iteration carried out from the indicated 
moment and whose result was registered as "OK" or "DUPLICATED”. 
 
iterationLast(new Datetime(2014, 8, 15, 21, 06, 23), “2014/08/16”); 
 
The example will return the date of the last iteration made from the time indicated until 
“2014/08/16 00:00:00”. 
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RegisterIteration 
 

It sends to the server for its registration in the database information related to 
an iteration of the project in execution. Returns 1 if the execution was successful 
, 2 if the server requests that the execution of the process ends, or in case of error, 
anything else. 
 
registerIteration($start, $result, $data[,$screenshot]) return integer 
 

The start date and time of the iteration is indicated as a Datetime instance or a 
literal in ISO format, "yyyy / mm / dd hh: nn: ss.zzz", a result code, a free text string 
with additional information, and depending on whether screenshot is true or false a 
screen capture will also be recorded. If the screenshot parameter is not indicated by 
default, the screen will be registered. It will record as the end date and time of the 
iteration the current moment 
Examples 
 
$date = Now; 
… operations … 
registerIteration($date, “Closed”, “<task><id>12</id></task>”); 
 

Using this feature is essential to create the history from which the swarm 
learns. It is also used by the swarm to indicate a robot to finish the process and is the 
only means that the swarm has to balance the workload. Refer to Swarm commands.. 
to find out more 
 

SendLifeSignal 
 
It sends to the server a signal that informs that neither the running process nor Cartes 
are hanging. This method is useful to send alerts by the server. 
 
SendLifeSignal 
 

SendWarning 
 

It sends a notification to the email account associated with the running swarm process. 
If the running process is not from the swarm, it was launched by an order outside the 
swarm, the function ignores the warning and sends nothing. 
 
SendWarning($subject, $message) 
 
Example 
 
SendWarning(“Inputs not available”, “I don't have access to the files”); 
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SwarmDelay 
 

It sends a request to the swarm to delay the execution of the current process in 
the indicated minutes. If the swarm accepts the request, it returns 1. Otherwise it 
returns 0.  
 
SwarmDelay($minutes) 

 

For example; We have a process that consists of checking the existence of a 
report every 10 minutes. If it exists, we download the report and send it via email. 
Invoking "SwarmDelay(10)" in the process allows us to inform the swarm so that no 
other robot executes the process again before 10 minutes 

 

SwarmDelayDefault 
 

Like “SwarmDelay” it requests a delay in the execution of the current process. 
However "SwarmDelayDefault" does not set the minutes of delay. The delay minutes 
are set in the process configuration from the RPA Center. If the swarm accepts the 
request, it returns 1. Otherwise it returns 0.  
 
SwarmDelayDefault 

 

In the image we see on which RPA Center screen this setting is set. 
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Credential Manager 
 

We understand access credentials to the pair formed by the user and the 
password used to access an application. It is possible to manage the credentials that 
Cartes manages to access the applications in a safe and discreet manner. In the RPA 
Center, the platform administrator can add and maintain the applications for which we 
want to manage credentials. 

 

 
 
From the cartes menu we can access to "Credential Manager", where we can 

manage the credentials belonging exclusively to the Windows user who opens it.  That 
is, each Windows user can only manage their credentials, and the credentials are not 
visible or transferable to other Windows users. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

However, because the scheduled process will always launch under a Windows 
user, Cartes will be able to access the user's set of credentials and use them to log into 
the applications. In both Cartes Script and ActiveX the developer has the 
CredentialStack class to get the credentials of an application from among those 
available by the Windows user 
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Safety modes 
 

When we register an application in RPA Center we have two possible security modes: 
"Safe" and "Exclusive". 
 

 
 

 
"Safe" mode does not allow the programmed process to read the stored 

password. Cartes writes the credential directly into the component that we specify, and 
will only support password text boxes. That is, text boxes that do not allow the display 
of their contents. Therefore, neither the programmer nor anyone will be able to see the 
password in any way. 
 

"Exclusive" mode will allow managing credentials in applications that do not 
have password text boxes or that Cartes cannot recognize as such, for example when 
we robotize processes in Citrix or any other remote desktop. The programmed process 
can read the stored password and will therefore be the one that enters the credential 
into the component. 

 

 
  

When Cartes recognizes a password text box, it indicates it in the “Safe” 
property of the component. 
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CredentialStack 
 

An instance of this class allows working with the RPA Suite credential stack. 
Why is it a stack? Because each user is allowed to save multiple credentials to 
access the same application, so each time Cartes requests a credential he is assigned 
one that is free. Therefore, we can have one or more Cartes robots under the same 
Windows user and loged into the same application using different credentials. 
 
class CredentialStack extends Object{ 
 
public 
  __construct; 
  __destruct; 
 
  function Code return string /* The method returns the application 
"code". */ 
 
  function Executable return string /* The method returns the command 
to open the application to which to apply the credentials. */ 
 
  function Password return string 
/* The method returns the password. This method will only work if the 
application is in exclusive mode. */ 
 
  function User return string 
/* The method returns the user to login. */ 
 
  function Lock($code) /* The method loads credentials in the instance 
for the "code" application. If no credentials are available, the 
method throws an exception. */ 
 
  function TryLock($code) return boolean /* If a credential is 
available for the "code" application, the method loads it into the 
instance and returns true. Otherwise the method returns false. */ 
 
  function UnLock /* The method returns the credentials to the stack. 
The credentials are free to be used by another robot. */ 
 
  function Write($component) /* The method writes the password in the 
component. The component must be a text box for password. */ 
}; 
 
Below is an example of using the CredentialStack class. 
 
$credential = new CredentialStack; 
$credential.Lock("sap"); 
try{ 
  ShowMessage($credential.Executable & LF & 
              $credential.Code & LF & 
              $credential.User); 
  $credential.write($SapPasswordBox); 
}finally{ 
  $credential.UnLock; 
} 
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Captured variables and methods 
 

The concept of captured variable means that any captured component is set by 
a custom name that can be used from the code to perform actions or to read the value 
of its attributes.The methods applied on the captured variables are actions performed 
on the component. To call these methods you must first specify the name of the 
captured variable. Remember that all begin with the symbol $, followed by dot, the 
name of the method and, between parenthesis, the parameters (semicolon at the end 
is oblied). 
 
$Captured.method (parameter1, parameter2…); 
 
 
The captured variables are not all of the same class: there are many classes that 
depend on the linked component. This class hierarchy starts with the API to which the 
component belongs (MSHTML, WIN32 ...) which in turn can continue in combos, edit 
boxes, links... 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Depending on the class to which the component belongs, the captured variable 

will have available certain methods. For example, a button component will have 
available methods related to button actions, different from Combo boxes or edits. But 
every component will have available the methods of its ancestors. For example, a 
button has access to Win32 and Base Class methods. 
 
  

Base Class

MSHTML 
Class

Input text Select

Win32 
Class

Combo 
box Button
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Base Class 
 
It is the base class of every Cartes components, and all its methods are avalaible to all 
objects. 
 
API 
It returns the API to which the instance belongs. 
 
Child 
Returns the child component indicated by the index. The first child has index zero. For 
example, if the component were a grid, the returned children could be its rows. 
 
<Variable>.Child(index : integer) 
 
Example: 
 
for ($i = 0; $i < $grid.descendants; $i = $i + 1){ 
  $row = $grid.Child(5); 
  balloon($row.class); 
 } 
 
This example goes through the children of $grid - the first child has index zero - and 
displays its class in a bubble. 
 
 
Class 
Returns the class name of the linked component. 
 
ComponentExist 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the captured component is available.  
In "timeout" we can indicate the maximum time in seconds that Cartes must wait for the 
component to appear. If "timeout" is not indicated, Cartes does not wait. 
 
<Variable>.ComponentExist[(timeout : integer)] 
 
 
Descendant 
Once Specified a criterion, Cartes search for a descendant component that matches 
and returns its path 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Descendant (expression: literal) 
 
"Expression" specifies the search criterion using a language similar to the SQL where 
clause. You can compare the different attributes of the components with each other or 
with constant values with the operators =, <>, >=, <= , Like. This comparison will 
always be made by interpreting the values as Text strings. It can also host several 
terms with logical operations and, or and not. You must leave a space between the 
operators and the operands 
 
Example 
 
$panel.descendant(“(x >= 25) and (class like ““combo””)”); 
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Returns the path of a variable descendant component with its property X >= 25 and 
wider than height, and its class contains the word combo. 
 
Descendants 
Returns the number of childrens of the component 
 
DoChild 
Executes a method on a descendant of the component 
 
<CapturedVariable>.DoChild(route : literal, methodChild : literal, 
[parameterChild1,…]) 
 
DoChild executes the method “methodChild” of parameters parameterChild1,…  
On the descending component of <CapturedVariable> specified by route "route". 
 
Examples 
 
$OptionsPanel.DoChild(“\2\1”, “value”, “Off”); 
At the second grandson of the third son $OptionesPanel launches the "value" method 
with the "Off" parameter. 
 
$OptionsPanel.DoChild(“\2\1”, “value”); 
At the second granson of the third son of $ OptionesPanel launches the "value" method 
without parameters 
 
DoRoot 
Executes a method on the root component 
 
<CapturedVariable>.DoRoot(method : literal, [parameterRoot1,…]) 
 
DoRoot executes the method "method" of parameters parameterRoot1,… on the 
component located in the root of the component tree to which it belongs 
<CapturedVariable>. 
 
 
Examples 
 
$OptionsPanel.DoRoot(“resize”, 600, 400); 
 Resize the window to which it belongs $OptionsPanel to 600x400 pixels. 
 
$OptionsPanel.DoRoot(“value”); 
 Returns the title of the window to which it belongs $OptionesPanel. 
 
GetComponentRoot 
Returns the root component. For example, if the component were a combobox, the 
returned root would be the window to which it belongs. 
 
<Variable>.GetComponentRoot 
 
Example: 
 
$window = $combo.GetComponentRoot; 
$window.Resize(600, 400); 
 
This example resizes the window to which $combo belongs 
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HasDescendants 
Returns 1 if the instance has descendants, or returns 0 otherwise. 
 
Route 
Returns the path of the component from the root. It is \ 2 \ 1 \ 4, that is, from the father 
is the third child, the second child, the fifth child. They should always start with the 
directory bar, and the first child is zero. 
 
WaitForComponent 
Waits for the captured component to be available. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.WaitForComponent[(timeout : integer)] 
 
WaitForComponent Cartes waits for the component to be available the indicated 
number of seconds. If not indicated, it will wait up to 120 seconds. Returns 1 in case 
the component appears. Otherwise it returns an error message. 
 
Examples 
 
$EditLogin.WaitForComponent; 
It will wait two minutes for the component captured in "$ EditLogin" to appear. 
 
$EditLogin.WaitForComponent(30); 
It will wait 30 seconds for the component captured in "$ EditLogin" to appear 
 
Wrapper 
It is the internal class of Cartes to which the component has been classified 
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Win32 Class 
 
It is the base class of all API Win32 components. Inherits from Base Class, and all its 
methods are common to all Win32 objects. 
 
Click 
It clicks on the component. If the value of the “mouse” parameter is 1, it will place the 
mouse pointer over the component before clicking. If no parameter is specified or its 
value is 0, the mouse pointer will not move. 
 
<Variable>.Click [(mouse : integer)] 
 
In this other definition of the method “Click”  finds the indicated images in 
"imageFileName1" up to imageFileNameN (several images can be displayed). If it finds 
any of them, clicks inside the matching area, or if it does not find any, it throws an 
exception.  In case of not indicating "mouse" parameter its default value is 1. 
 
<Variable>.Click(imageFileName1… : literal [, mouse : integer]) 
 
Example: 
 
$Panel.Click(“c:\process\bmp\cancelbutton.bmp”, 
             “c:\process\bmp\cancelfocusedbutton.bmp”); 
 
It clicks on $Panel on coordinates in which it finds any of the images. 
 
ClickMenu  
 
"Route" parameter contains the relative path from the component (not from the tree 
root) to the menu item. For the notation of these routes a sequential number is used to 
identify a child, being zero the first child, and the symbol \ to separate each level of 
children 
 
<Variable>.ClickMenu(route : literal) 
 
"route" parameter contains the path to the menu element. For the notation of these 
routes a sequential number is used to identify a child, being zero the first child, and the 
symbol \ to separate each level of children 
 
 
Example 
 
$Variable.ClickMenu(“\4\5”); 
 
The example clicks on the 6th child, from the 5th child of the component menu linked to  
$ Variable menu 
 
 
ClickOn  
Clicks on the component. If the value of the “mouse” parameter is 1, it places the 
mouse pointer over the component before clicking. There are two variants: 
 
1.- Clicks on the specified X and Y coordinates. If "mouse" parameter it is not specified 
or its value is 0, the mouse pointer will not move 
. 
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<Variable>.ClickOn (X: integer, Y: integer, [mouse : integer]) 
 
Note that the coordinates provided are relative to the COMPONENT. That is, for 
coordinates (0, 0) Cartes will click on the Top left corner of the component. 
 
2.- Find the indicated images in "imageFileName1" up to imageFileNameN (several 
images can be displayed) within the defined area by (x, y, width, heihgt). If it finds an 
image it clicks within the matching area or it throws an exception if it does not locate 
any. In case of not indicating "mouse" parameter its default value is 1. 
 
 
<Variable>.ClickOn(X, Y, width, height: integer, 
                   imageFileName1… : literal 
                   [, mouse : integer]) 
 
Examples 
 
$Panel.ClickOn(3, 24, 1); 
Clicks on $Panel on the indicated coordinates and move the mouse. 
 
$Panel.ClickOn(0, 0, $Panel.Width, $Panel.heihgt 
               “c:\process\bmp\cancelbutton.bmp”, 
               “c:\process\bmp\cancelfocusedbutton.bmp”); 
 
Clicks on $Panel on the coordinates in which you find any of the images 
 
Close 
Close the component 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Close 
 
This message is usually sent to the window component of an application. 
 
Description 
Returns the Windows description of the component if it has any 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Description 
 
DoubleClick  
Double click on the component. If the value of “mouse” parameter is 1, it will place the 
mouse pointer over the component before clicking. If no parameter is specified or its 
value is 0, the mouse pointer will not move. There are several definitions of the method 
 
1.- If X coordinates are provided, Y will do it on those coordinates. 

 
<Variable>.doubleClick [(X: integer, Y: integer, mouse : integer)] 
 
Note that the coordinates provided are relative to the component. That is, for 
coordinates (0, 0) Cartes will double-click on the top left corner of the component. 
 
2.- Find the indicated images in "imageFileName1" up to imageFileNameN (several 
images can be displayed) within the defined area by (x, y, width, heihgt). If it finds an 
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image it double-clicks within the matching area or it throws an exception if it does not 
locate any. In case of not indicating "mouse" parameter its default value is 1. 
 
<Variable>.doubleClick([X, Y, width, height: integer,] 
                       imageFileName1… : literal 
                       [, mouse : integer]) 
 
In case the delimited area it is not indicated, it will search within the whole component. 
 
<Variable>.doubleClick(imageFileName1… : literal 
                       [, mouse : integer]) 
 
Examples 
 
$Panel.doubleClick; 
Double Click on $Panel 
 
$Panel.doubleClick(12,3); 
Double Click on $Panel on coordinates 12,3 
 
$Panel.doubleClick(0, 0, $Panel.Width, $Panel.heihgt 
                   “c:\process\bmp\cancelbutton.bmp”, 
                   “c:\process\bmp\cancelfocusedbutton.bmp”); 
Double-click on $Panel on coordinates in which it finds any of the images. 
 
Down 
Scroll down vertically 
 
<CapturedVariable>.down 
 
DPIAwareness 
Returns an integer with the level of "adaptability" of the component application to the 
pixel-by-inch (DPI) settings of the monitor. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.DPIAwarenes return integer 
 
The following table shows the possible values returned by the method. 
 

Value Description 

0 
DPI unaware. This app does not scale for DPI changes and is always 
assumed to have a scale factor of 100% (96 DPI). It will be automatically 
scaled by the system on any other DPI setting. 

1 

System DPI aware. This app does not scale for DPI changes. It will query 
for the DPI once and use that value for the lifetime of the app. If the DPI 
changes, the app will not adjust to the new DPI value. It will be 
automatically scaled up or down by the system when the DPI changes 
from the system value. 

2 
Per monitor DPI aware. This app checks for the DPI when it is created and 
adjusts the scale factor whenever the DPI changes. These applications 
are not automatically scaled by the system. 
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DragAndDrop  
It clicks on the indicated coordinates of the component and "drag" it to the screen 
coordinates where it drops it 
 
<CapturedVariable>.dragAndDrop (button: literal, [x, y: integer,] 
screenX, screenY: integer) 
 
 
The meaning of the parameters is as follows: 
 

 “button” defines the mouse button to be pressed (“right”, “left”). 
 “x” and “y” are the coordinates of the start component of the drag.  

Note that the provided coordinates are relative to the component. That is, for 
the coordinates 0, 0 will click on the upper left corner of the component. These 
parameters are optional, if they are not provided, click will be made on the 
center of the component. 

 “screenX” and “screenY” are the screen coordinates where the component will 
be dragged 

 
 
Example 
 
$Panel.DragAndDrop(“right”, 985, 452); 
 
Drag the $Panel component up to the screen coordinates 985x452 using the right 
mouse button. 
 
$Panel.DragAndDrop(“right”, 45, 22, 985, 452); 
 
Right-click on the 45x22 coordinates of the $Panel component and drag it to the screen 
coordinates 985x452 where it drops it 
 
Enabled 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is active or not. If you set a 
parameter, 1 or 0, it will activate or deactivate the component.  
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled [(parameter)] 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.enabled; 
Returns whether the $Name component is enabled or not. 
 
$Name.value(1); 
Activate the $Name component 
 
Exists  
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component exists or not in Windows. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Exists 
 
FindPicture 
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Search in the screen area delimited by the component the images indicated as 
parameters. If it finds any of these images, stop searching and return the relative 
coordinates (x and y) of the image in the component and its size 
 
<CapturedVariable>.FindPicture (imageFileName1… : literal) 
 
The format of the images must be BMP of 24 bits, no other. Returns an XML with the 
result of the search containing: field "result", shows 1 (if it found an image) or 0 (if it did 
not find any image), coordinates (x and y), the index of the recognized image (0 for the 
first , 1 for the second ...), its width and height 
 
<search> 
  <result></result> 
  <x></x> 
  <y></y> 
  <width></width> 
  <height></ height> 
  <image></image> 
</search> 
 
Robot Cartes will learn with each call to the function where the image usually appears 
, and if you indicate several images it will also learn the frequency with which each of 
them appears. For example, if you have multiple images to recognize a button, make a 
single call to the function by passing all of them as parameters. Robot Cartes will 
prioritize the search on the screen based on this learning, minimizing the computational 
cost of the search. 
 
In section Optical image recognition you can find an interesting example of the 
capabilities of this function, it describes how to get the BMP with the images to 
recognize 
 
Examples 
 
$Coordinates.XML($Variable.FindPicture 
                      (“c:\process\bmp\foldericon.bmp”, 
                       “c:\process\bmp\focusedFoldericon.bmp”) 
                ); 
Balloon ($Coordinates.value(“result”)); 
 
Where $Coordinates is a variable of type XML File, the example will show on screen 1 
or 0 depending on whether you recognized some of the bmp indicated within the 
component image represented by $ Variable. 
 
FindPictureIn 
It works as its counterpart "FindPicture" except that it allows to delimit the search area 
within the screen area that the component displays. That is, perfect to automate Citrix 
and similar. 
 
<Variable>.FindPictureIn(x, y, width, height: integer, imageFile1…: 
literal) 
 
 
FindPictureIn learns which images and where they appear most often. Therefore, in the 
same way as with FindPicture, avoid searching the images one by one, and look for 
them by indicating as parameters all the images in a single call to the function. In 
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section Optical image recognition you can find an interesting example of the 
capabilities of this function 
 
 
Focus  
Sets focus on component. Note that the focus may not work and block Cartes if it is 
impossible to activate the application proprietary of the component. This can happen if 
you use remote sessions, for example from Citrix or Terminal Services, with some 
screensavers, or with lock session by password 
 
<CapturedVariable>.focus 
 
Focused  
Returns 1 if the component has keyboard focus, otherwise returns 0 
<CapturedVariable>.focused 
 
 
Handle 
Returns the handle assigned to the component by Windows. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Handle 
 
 
Height  
Returns the height of the component 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Height 
 
IdRole 
Returns the Windows identifier of the component's role. This identifier is a Windows 
constant, so all buttons will have the same role identifier. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.IdRole 
 
IdSituation 
Returns the Windows identifier of the component state. This identifier is composed of 
several Windows constants. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.IdSituation 
 
Each bit of the returned number represents a state of the component. For example, To 
indicate that the component is marked and has the focus, Windows would return a 
number that would correspond to the operation or to the bit level of the constants 
 
 
IdSituacion = STATE_SYSTEM_CHECKED or STATE_SYSTEM_FOCUSED 
 
Move 
Moves the component to the indicated coordinates 
 
<CapturedVariable>.move (X, Y: integer) 
 
Name 
Returns the Windows name of the component if it has 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
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PID  
Returns the Windows identifier of the process to which the component belongs.  
 
<CapturedVariable>.Pid 
 
PID is a unique value received by each instance of the programs that are executed. It 
is the value that identifies the process, we can use it with the “Kill” command 
 
Pixel  
Returns the color of the pixel located on the coordinates indicated within the 
component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Pixel (X: integer, Y: integer) 
 
PostMessage 
Sends the specified Windows message to the component. 
 
<Variable>.PostMessage(Msg:integer, wParam: integer, lParam:integer) 
 
 
Sends the specified Windows message to the component and returns 1 if it was 
correct, or 0 otherwise. For more information consult the Windows API. 
 
Press  
Press a key as many times as you indicate. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Press(keyCode: integer[, repeat: integer]) 
 
Press the key specified by the code keyCode as many times as indicated in repeat. If 
repeat is not specified, it will be pressed once. The key codes are those of a Windows 
keyboard and you are free to consult them. 
 
 
Recognition 
It uses an OCR (Optical Character Recognition) To return the on-screen text within the 
indicated component coordinates. 
 
<Variable>.Recognition(language: literal[,x,y,Width,Height: integer] 
[,ratioX, ratioY: real]) 
 
The "language" parameter indicates the character set used to make the recognition.  
Its possible values are indicated in the following table. 
 

eng English 
spa Spanish 

spa_old Spanish 
por Portuguese 
fra French 
ita Italian 

ita_old Italian 
deu-frak German 
dan-frak Danish 
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The parameters "x, y, width, height" are optional and if they are defined they set the 
graphical area in which the recognition will be realized. If it is not indicated Cartes will 
search in the whole area of the component. For example, it is normal to define the area 
to avoid the edges of the component. 
The "ratioX" and "ratioY" parameters allow us to adjust the image to facilitate OCR 
recognition: Font size and font are usually a problem. By default the ratio is 3, 2 or 1 
 
Examples 
 
$Variable.Recognition(“eng”, 1.5, 1); 
 
Returns the text that Cartes recognizes within the component using English as the 
character set and ratiox = 1.5 and RatioY=1  
 
ReSize 
Resizes the window to the indicated width and height. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ReSize(Width : integer, Height : integer) 
 
RightClick  
Right click on the component. If the value of “mouse” parameter is 1, it places the 
mouse pointer over the component before right click. . If no parameter is specified or its 
value is 0, the mouse pointer will not be moved. There are several definitions of the 
method. 
 
1.- If X,Y coordinates are provided, Cartes will rigt click on those coordinates. 
 
<Variable>.rightClick[(X: integer, Y: integer, mouse : integer)] 
 
It should be noted that the coordinates provided are relative to the component. That is, 
for coordinates 0, 0 will double-click on the top left corner of the component. 
 
2.- Find the indicated images in "imageFileName1" up to imageFileNameN 
 (several images can be displayed) within the defined area by (x, y, width, heihgt). If it 
finds an image it makes right click within the coincident area or it will throw an 
exception if it does not locate any. In case of not indicating "mouse" parameter its 
default value is 1 
 
<Variable>.rightClick([X, Y, width, height: integer,] 
                       imageFileName1… : literal 
                       [, mouse : integer]) 
 
In case the delimited area it is not indicated, Cartes will search througout component. 
 
<Variable>.rightClick(imageFileName1… : literal 
                      [, mouse : integer]) 
 
Examples 
 
$Panel.rightClick; 
Right click on $Panel 
 
$Panel.rightClick (12,3); 
Right click on $Panel on coordinates 12,3 
 
$Panel.rightClick(0, 0, $Panel.Width, $Panel.heihgt 
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                  “c:\process\bmp\cancelbutton.bmp”, 
                  “c:\process\bmp\cancelfocusedbutton.bmp”); 
Right-click on $Panel on coordinates in which it finds any of the images. 
 
 
Role 
Returns the associated text with the component's role identifier 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Role 
 
SaveRectToFile 
It saves  a file as BMP image the complete or partial image of the on-screen 
component on the indicated filepath 
 
<Variable>.SaveRectToFile([x,y,Width,Height: integer,]file: literal) 
 
The x, y, width and height parameters define the area of the image to be saved. If 
these parameters are not set, then Cartes saves the whole image of the component. 
 

Examples 
 
$Variable.SaveRectToFile(12,3,$Variable.width, 8, “c:\scrnshot.bmp”); 
 
The example saves in the indicated file the area of the component delimited by the 
indicated coordinates. 
 
$Variable.SaveRectToFile( “c:\scrnshot.bmp”); 
 
This other example saves the whole image of the component in the indicated file 
 
SendMessage 
Sends the specified Windows message to the component. 
 
<Variable>.SendMessage(Msg:integer, wParam: integer, lParam:integer) 
 
Sends the specified Windows message to the component and returns its result. For 
more information consult the Windows API. 
 
SetMouse  
Position the mouse pointer at the indicated screen coordinates 
 
<CapturedVariable>.setMouse [(X: integer, Y: integer)] 
 
Show 
Modifies the display status of the on-screen component to the indicated status set by 
the parameter. Typically, this message is sent to an application window. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Show (mode : literal) 
 
The parameter “mode” can take any of these values. 
 

Show Shows the window 
Hide Hide the window 

Minimize Minimize 
Maximize Maximize 
Restore Restore 
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Example 
 
$Variable.Show(“maximize”); 
 
Situation 
El texto descriptivo del estado asociado al componente. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Situation 
 
 
TitleMenu  
If the component has a menu this method will return the title of the menu option located 
in the indicated path 
 
<Variable>.TitleMenu(route : literal) 
 
The "route" parameter contains the path to the menu item. For the notation of these 
routes a sequential number is used to identify a child, being the first child zero, and the 
symbol \ to separate each level of its descendants. 
 
Example 
 
$Variable.TitleMenu(“\4\5”); 
 
The example returns the title of the 6th child, of the 5th child of the $Variable 
component's menu 
 
 
Type  
Press the keys at the same time specified by the indicated control keys 
 
<Variable>.Type(key:literal[,stkey1[,stKey2,[stKey3]]: literal]) 
 
Key is indicated by a literal (a, b… 0..9, F1.. Enter, Esc…), however, if you provide a 
number it will be interpreted as the Windows key code. The control keys are also 
indicated with literals: shift, control and alt. 
 
Example 
 
$Variable.Type(“Supr”, “Control”, “Alt”); 
 
The example sends to $Variable the keystroke Control + ALt + Delete 
 
TypedWord  
Returns the text of the component found on the indicated coordinates, or if these 
coordinates are not indicated, from its upper left corner 
 
<Variable>.TypedWord[(x, y : integer)] 
 
To recover the text it is necessary to focus with the Windows keyboard cursor and 
access to the clipboard. 
 
TypeFromClipboard  
Type the indicated text on the component. To expedite the process, it uses the 
clipboard: It copies the text to the clipboard, and pastes it into the component  
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<Variable>.TypeFromClipboard(text:literal) 
 
In this other version of the method we can indicate if we want to verify that it has the 
focus, and that the typed value is spelled correctly. That is, if Cartes does not succeed, 
it retries rewriting for a few seconds. 
 
<Variable>.TypeFromClipboard (text: literal, checkFocus, checkValue: 
integer); 
 
In this other version of the method we can indicate the coordinates where we want it to 
write, if we want to verify that it has the focus, and that the typed value is spelled 
correctly (if it does not get it, it tries again for a few seconds). 
 
<Variable>.TypeFromClipboard(x, y: integer, text: literal, checkFocus, 
checkValue: integer); 
 
Example 
 
$Variable.TypeFromClipboard(“It is a stork.”); 
 
In this other example it clicks on the component coordinates (8, 4), verifies that the 
component has the focus, writes the text and verifies that it is correctly written. 
 
$Variable.TypeFromClipboard(8, 4, “It is a stork.”, 1, 1); 
 
TypeWord  
It types the indicated text on the component that has the Windows focus – so, does not 
have to type the indicated text on the variable component  
 
<Variable>.TypeWord(text:literal) 
 
In this other version of the method we can indicate the coordinates where we want it to  
write, if we want it to verify that it has the focus, and that the typed value is spelled 
correctly (if it does not get it, retries for a few seconds). 
 
<Variable>. TypeWord(x, y: integer, text: literal, checkFocus, 
checkValue: integer); 
 
In this other version of the method we can indicate the coordinates where we want it to 
write, if we want it to verify that it has the focus, and that the typed value is written 
correctly. 
 
<Variable>.TypeWord(x, y: integer, text: literal, checkFocus, 
checkValue: integer); 
 
 
This method has been thought to be independent of the keyboard configuration, 
however, be careful with special characters. 
 
Example 
 
$Variable.TypeWord(“The stork is looking for food.”); 
 
The example sends to $Variable the necessary keystrokes to write the phrase 
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Up  
Makes vertical scroll up 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Up 
 
 
Value 
Returns or assigns a value to the component 
<CapturedVariable>.value [(parameter)] 
 
Value returns the value of the component, and if a parameter is specified it also 
assigns the value indicated in the parameter 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.value; 
Returns the value of $Name component 
 
$Name.value(“Mark”); 
Assigns Mark as the value of $Name 
 
 
Visible 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is visible or not, or shows or 
hides the component depending on whether the parameter is 1 or 0. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.visible [(active: integer)] 
 
 
Width  
Returns the component width 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Width 
 
WindowState  
Returns the window display state: Normal, Minimized, or Maximized. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.windostate 
 
 
WithMenu 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component has a menu associated or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.withMenu 
 
 
X 
Returns the X coordinate of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.X 
 
 
Y 
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Returns the Y coordinate of the component 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Y 
 

Accessibility 
It inherits from Win32 Class, and represents those classes exclusively manipulable 
through Windows accessibility 
 
 
OffScreen 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is on or off the screen. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.OffScreen 
 

Accessible Edit 
Inherits from Accessibility, and represents those manipulable text editing boxes 
through Windows accessibility 
 
Safe 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the text box is protected to enter passwords. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Safe 
 

Automation 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents those classes exclusively manipulated 
through Windows automation.  
 
OffScreen 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is on or off the screen. 
<CapturedVariable>.OffScreen 
 

Automation Edit 
Inherits from Automation, and represents those text editing boxes that are manipulated 
through Windows accessibility. 
 
Safe 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the text box is protected to enter passwords. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Safe 
 

CheckRadioButton 
It inherits from Win32 Class, and represents the buttons, checkbox or radio buttons. In 
general it is not necessary to associate a button with this class, however, for check or 
radio button we need to be able to check them 
 
 
Checked 
Returns or assigns the ckeckbox status. 
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<CapturedVariable>.checked([state: integer]) 
 
Returned values and its states associated: states 
 

State Value 
Unchecked 0 
Checked 1 
Grayed 2 

 
Examples 
 
$radio.checked; 
Returns 2, 1 or 0 depending on the checkbox status. 
 
$checkbox.checked (1); 
Check the captured checkbox. 
 

Combobox32 
It inherits from Win32 Class, and represents a combobox or Windows listbox. 
 
 
Displayed 
 
It displays or closes the list of options. It also informs us if the list is displayed or 
closed. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.displayed([open: integer]) 
 
 
Examples 
 
$listbox.displayed; 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the list of options is displayed or not. 
 
$listbox.displayed (0); 
Closes the list of options 
 
$listbox.displayed (1); 
Displays the list of options 
 
Option 
It Returns the text of the indicated item in the list of options. The first element is 0 
 
<CapturedVariable>.option([index: integer]) 
 
Example 
 
$listbox.option(2); 
Returns the text of element 2 
 
 
Options 
Returns the number of items in the list of options 
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<CapturedVariable>.options 
 
 
 
Position 
Returns the index among the options of the indicated text. If it does not find it returns 
less than zero. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.position(option : literal) 
 
 
Selected 
Returns or assigns the index in the list of options of the selected element. This way of 
assigning value to the combo consumes neither focus nor keyboard. 
 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected([index: integer]) 
 
Examples 
 
$listbox.selected; 
 
Returns the selected item index in the list. 
 
$listbox.selected (0); 
Selects item 0 from the list of options. 
 

DateTimeW32 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents an edit box for dates. 
 
 
FormatDateTime 
It allows to assign or read the date and time of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.formatDateTime(format[, value]: literal) 
 
In the parameter "value" is optional, and it is used to indicate the date and time that you 
want to assign to the component. The "format" parameter sets the format in which the 
read date of the component is returned or where the value of “value” parameter is set 
 

yy Year in 2 digits yyyy Year in four digits 

m 
month in a variable number of 
digits 

mm 
Month in two digits 

d day in a variable number of digits dd day in two digits 
h time in a variable number of digits hh Time in 2 digits 

n 
minutes in a variable number of 
digits 

nn 
Minutes in two digits 

s 
seconds in a variable number of 
digits 

ss 
Seconds in two digits 

z 
miliseconds in a variable number of 
digits 

zzz 
In three digits 
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Examples 
 
$EditDate.formatDateTime(“yyyy/mm/dd hh:nn:ss.zzz”); 
Returns the date and time of the component in ISO format 
 
$EditDate.formatDateTime(“yyyy/m/d h:n:s.z”, “2007/10/4 19:30:00.00”); 
Assigns the date in the specified format to the component. 

Edit32 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents the text edit boxes. In general it is not 
necessary to associate a text box with the class, however, sometimes we need to 
access to some special features 
 
Safe 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the text box is protected to enter passwords. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Safe 
 
 
TypeValue 
Press the delete key until the text box is empty. Then it types the provided text. The 
method itself is responsible for establishing, and maintaining, the keyboard focus on 
the component.  
 
<CapturedVariable>.typevalue(texto: literal) 
 
 
Examples 
 
$notepad.typevalue(“A long time ago in a faraway land…”); 
It types the text 
 

GridGXWND 
Inherits Win32 Class, and represents a Windows32 GXWND. The GXWND are grids, 
that show data relationships arranged in rows and columns: is usually used to display 
database queries. This is not a standard Windows component so it is not often that we 
find this component. 
 
 
Cell 
Returns or assigns the value of the indicated column in the selected row. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.cell(column: integer [, value:literal]) 
 
In the parameter "column" we indicate the column to be accessed, being the first 
column zero. If we indicate the parameter "value", this value will be assigned to the cell 
when possible. 
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Columns 
 
Returns the number of columns of the grid 
 
<CapturedVariable>.columns 
 
Find 
Search in the indicated column a value that matches with "str": Ignores uppercase and 
lowercase. If it finds it returns 1 and the grid with the selected row, otherwise 0. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.find(columns: integer, str:literal) 
 
First 
Place the cursor on the first record. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.first 
 
Last 
Place the cursor to the last record 
 
<CapturedVariable>.last 
 
Next 
It moves the cursor one record. Returns 1 if it reaches the end of the table, otherwise 0 
 
<CapturedVariable>.next 
 
Prior 
It moves the cursor back one record. Returns 1 if it reaches the beginning of the table, 
otherwise 0. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.prior 
 
 
Select 
 
Place the cursor on the indicated index row, being the first row zero 
<CapturedVariable>.select(index: integer) 
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Internet Explorer Server 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents a Microsoft Internet Explorer browser. This 
class is in the module CE_MSHTML. 
 
Downloaded 
Returns 1 only if the HTML page is loaded in the browser. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.downloaded 
 
ExecuteScript 
It runs the JavaScript code specified as parameter 
 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ExecuteScript(script : literal) 
 
Examples: 
 
$browser.execute(“alert(““Hello””);”); 
 
State 
Returns the state of the loaded HTML page 
 
<CapturedVariable>.State 
 
The possible states are: 
 

uninitialized The object has not been started with data 
loading The object is downloading the data 
loaded Data have been downloaded 
interactive The user can interact with the page, but it has not been 

fully loaded 
complete Page is ready 

 
 
Title 
Returns the title of the HTML page loaded in the browser 
<CapturedVariable>.title 
 
URL 
Returns the URL of the page loaded 
 
<CapturedVariable>.URL 
 
Wait 
It waits for the HTML page to be loaded in the browser or the indicated number of 
seconds.In the case that a waiting timeout is not indicated it will be 30 seconds by 
default. Returns 1 only if the page was successfully loaded. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Wait([seconds: integer]) 
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Listbox32 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents a Windows listbox. Listbox are visual 
components of Windows with the ability to display lists of elements. 
 
 
Multiselect 
Some listbox allows selecting more than one item from the list. This property indicates 
if this is the case 
 
<CapturedVariable>.multiselect 
 
 
Option 
Returns the text of the ítem located in the indicated position. The first element is zero 
 
<CapturedVariable>.option(index: integer) 
 
Options 
Returns the number of items in the listbox 
 
<CapturedVariable>.options 
 
Selected 
Selects and / or returns if the item is selected. The first element is zero. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected(index: integer[, value: integer]) 
 
"Index" indicates the position of the element, and if we provide the parameter "value" 
we indicate to the system whether or not to mark the element as selected 
 
Examples 
 
$list.selected(20); 
Returns if item 20 is selected. 
 
$list.selected(20, 1); 
Select item 20. 
 

ListView32 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents a Windows listview. Listview are visual 
components of Windows with the ability to display sets of elements in different views: 
detail, list, icon … 
 
 
 
Cell 
Assigns and / or returns the value of a cell. First row is zero, and first column is zero 
 
<CapturedVariable>.cell(row, column: integer[, value: literal]) 
 
Examples 
 
$list.cell(0, 0); 
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Returns the value of the first cell in row 0. 
 
$list.cell(1, 4, “tomato”); 
Assigns the value "tomato" in the cell at row 1 and column 4. 
 
Click 
Makes click on the selected element (the row) 
 
<CapturedVariable>.click 
 
Columns 
Returns the number of columns that the view has. It will only return greater than zero 
with detail view. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.columns 
 
Doubleclick 
In addition to the inherited functionalities of Win32 Class, the method will double-click 
on the selected item when no parameters are provided in the call. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.doubleclick([x, y : integer]) 
<CapturedVariable>.doubleclick [(mouse : integer)] 
 
 
Example 
 
$list.doubleclick; 
Makes double-click on the selected element (the row) 
 
 
Find 
Searches for a value among all rows of a column that begins with an indicated string of 
text. If it is found, it selects it and return 1 
<CapturedVariable>.find(substr: literal, column: integer) 
 
Example 
 
$list.find(“335216”, 5); 
Selects the first row it finds of column 5 with value “33526”. 
 
Rows 
Returns the number of elements in the view. 
<CapturedVariable>.rows 
 
Select 
Select the row or cell indicated 
 
<CapturedVariable>.select(row: integer [, column: integer]) 
 
Examples 
 
$list.select(0); 
Select the first row, row zero 
 
$list.select(1, 4); 
Selects the cell in row 1 and column 4 
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Selected_X 
Returns the X coordinate of the selected element. This coordinate is relative to the 
component and not to the screen. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected_x 
 
Selected_Y 
Returns Y coordinate of the selected element. This coordinate is relative to the 
component and not to the screen. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected_y 
 
Selection 
Returns the position of the selected item. The first element is zero. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selection 
 
Unselect 
Unselects the indicated row or all selected ones if not indicated 
 
<CapturedVariable>.unselect([row: integer]) 
 
Examples 
 
$list.unselect(0); 
Unselects the first row, row zero. 
 
$list.unselect; 
Unselects all selected rows or cells 

SysHeader32 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents a Windows32 SysHeader. SysHeader are 
panels divided into sections that display a title and, perhaps, can be clicked. 
 
 
Click 
 
In addition to the inherited functionalities from Win32 Class the method will click on the 
indicated section with the index passed by parameter 
 
<CapturedVariable>.click (Index: integer) 
 
Doubleclick 
In addition to the inherited functionalities of Win32 Class, the method will double click 
on the indicated section with the index passed by parameter. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.doubleClick (Index: integer) 
 
FindAnIndex 
Searches and returns the index of the section of which title matches with the indicated 
one  
 
<CapturedVariable>.FindAnIndex (title: literal) 
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Sections 
Returns the number of sections in which the component is divided. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.sections 
 
 
Title 
Returns or assigns the title of section 
<CapturedVariable>.title (index: integer[, title: literal]) 
 
Examples 
 
$header.title(3); 
 
Returns the indicated title of the fourth section (the first section has index zero 
 
$header.title(0, “My PC”); 
Assigns the indicated title to the first section (The one with index zero). 
 
 

TabControl32 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents a group of Windows tabs. 
 
 
Selection 
Or if an index is assigned as parameter, the indicated tab in the index will be selected 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selection([index: integer]) 
 
Tabs 
Returns the number of tabs that the component has 
 
<CapturedVariable>.tabs 
 
Title 
Returns or assigns the title of the tab. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.title (index: integer[, title: literal]) 
 
Examples 
 
$tab.title(3); 
Returns the indicated title of the fourth tab (the first tab index is zero) 
 
$tab.title(0, “My PC”); 
Assigns the indicated title to the first tab (The one with index zero). 
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Toolbar32 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents a Windows toolbar. Toolbar are panels that 
display a list of buttons and other components. Each of these components will have an 
index on the list that will identify it, but this index may vary because the buttons do not 
have a fixed position on the panel. To solve this problem each component of a toolbar 
is identified with an IdCommand, that is, a unique value that never varies, even 
between executions. 
 
 
Boton_X 
Returns the X coordinate within the toolbar of the indicated button by the index 
 
<CapturedVariable>.boton_x (index: integer) 
 
Boton_Y 
Returns the Y coordinate within the toolbar of the indicated button by the index 
 
<CapturedVariable>.boton_y (index: integer) 
 
Click 
Click is made on the component identified by IdCommand. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.click (IdCommand: integer) 
 
ClickByIndex 
The click is made on the component located in the indicated position. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.clickByIndex (index: integer) 
 
FindAnIndex 
It searches and returns the index of the component identified by IdCommand passed 
as parameter. If it does not find it, then it returns less than zero 
 
<CapturedVariable>.FindAnIndex (IdCommand: integer) 
 
IdCommand 
Returns IdCommand of the component located at the position indicated in the 
parameter 
 
<CapturedVariable>.idcommand(index: integer) 
 
Items 
Returns the number of components in the toolbar 
 
<CapturedVariable>.items 
 
 
State 
Returns the state of the bar component at the position indicated in the parameter 
 
<CapturedVariable>.state(index: integer) 
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Style 
Returns the style of the bar component at the position indicated in the parameter 
 
<CapturedVariable>.style(index: integer) 
 
 
Title 
Returns the title of the component associated with the IdCommand. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.title(IdCommand: integer) 
 

TreeView32 
Inherits from Win32 Class, and represents a Windows treeview. Treeview are 
components that display elements in a tree structure. 
 
 
Click 
Click is made on the selected node. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.click 
 
Collapse 
Collapse the selected node if it is expanded 
 
<CapturedVariable>.collapse 
 
Doubleclick 
In addition to the inherits functionalities from Win32 Class, the method will double click 
on the selected node when no parameters are provided in the call 
 
<CapturedVariable>.doubleclick([x, y : integer]) 
 
Example 
 
$tree.doubleclick; 
Double click is made on the selected node 
 
Expand 
Expands the selected node 
 
<CapturedVariable>.expand 
 
Expanded 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the selected node is expanded or collapsed.  
If we indicate as parameter the value 1, the selected node will expand. In case it is 
zero it will collapse. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.expanded [(expand : integer)] 
 
Find 
Find a node which title matches with the parameter from the selected node in the tree. 
Returns 1 if found 
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<CapturedVariable>.find (title: literal) 
 
Example 
 
$tree.root; 
$tree.find(“My PC”); 
Find the node titled "My Computer" from the root of the tree 
 
Items 
Returns the number of items in the tree. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.items 
 
Next 
Select the next element in the tree 
 
<CapturedVariable>.next 
 
Node 
Returns a unique identifier of the selected node, or if it indicates in the parameter an 
identifier then establishes it as the selected node. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.node [(identificador : literal)] 
 
Root 
Selects the root element of the tree. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.root 
 
Selected 
Returns the text of the selected node in the tree 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected 
 
Selected_Height 
Returns the height of the selected item. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected_height 
 
Selected_Visible 
Returns whether the selected item is visible or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected_visible 
 
Selected_Width 
Returns the width of the selected item. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected_width 
 
 
Selected_X 
Returns the X coordinate of the selected element. This coordinate is relative to the 
component and not to the screen. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected_x 
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Selected_Y 
Returns the Y coordinate of the selected element. This coordinate is relative to the 
component and not to the screen. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected_y 
 

Windows Forms Grid 
It inherits from Win32 Class, and represents a grid from Microsoft Visual Studio. Grids 
are components that display a data matrix. 
 
Fields 
Returns the number of columns the grid has. 
 
GetCell 
Returns the indicated cell of the grid. The first row is the one with index zero, and the 
first column is also the one with index zero. 
 
<grid>.GetCell (row, field : integer) return Accessibility 
 
Example 
 
$cell = $grid.GetCell(5, $grid.GetFieldByName(“Telephone”)); 
Returns the cell located in the sixth row and that corresponds to the column named 
"Telephone". 
 
GetCellValue 
Returns the value of the indicated cell. The first row is the one with index zero, and the 
first column is also the one with index zero 
 
<grid>.GetCellValue (row, field : integer) return string 
 
Example 
 
$telephone = $grid.GetCellValue(5, $grid.GetFieldByName(“Telephone”)); 
Returns the value of the cell located in the sixth row and that corresponds to the 
column named "Telephone". 
 
GetFieldByName 
Returns the index of the field column with the indicated name. 
 
<grid>.GetFieldByName(ColumnName : literal) 
 
Example 
 
$column = $grid.GetFieldByName(“Telephone”); 
Returns the index of the column with the phone number. 
 
Rows 
Returns the number of rows the grid has. 
 
ScrollTo 
Scroll through the grid until the indicated cell is visible. 
 
<grid>.ScrollTo(cell: Accessibility)  
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SetCellValue 
Sets the value of the indicated cell. The first row is the one with index zero, and the first 
column is also the one with index zero. 
 
<grid>.SetCellValue (row, field : integer, value : string) 
 
Example 
 
$grid.SetCellValue(5, $grid.GetFieldByName(“Telephone”), “356 98 41”); 
Set the indicated value to the cell located in the sixth row and that corresponds to the 
column named “Telephone”. 
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MSHTML Class 
 
It is the base class of all components of MSHTML API. Inherits from Base Class, and 
all its methods are common to all MSHTML objects 
 
Browser_[method] 
If you need to call any method or property of Internet Explorer Server to which the 
component belongs use this syntax 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Browser_X 
<CapturedVariable>.Browser_Y 
<CapturedVariable>.Browser_press(69, 1) 
 
Click 
Clicks on the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click 
 
ClickOnBrowser 
Clicks on the browser with in the HTML component coordinates. Sometimes the HTML 
click does not work for several reasons. For example, there are several nested DIVs 
and we do not know which one has the click event. This method solves this problem. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ClickOnBrowser[(mousemove: integer)] 
<CapturedVariable>.ClickOnBrowser(x, y: integer[,mousemove: integer]) 
 
If mousemove parameter is 1, the mouse moves over the component before clicking 
 
Event 
Launches the specified event. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Event (eventName: literal) 
 
For example double click on an HTML component will be written on the event of the 
same name in the component  
 
Example 
 
$First_TR.Event (“OnMouseOver”); 
 
Launches the OnMouseOver event that has the linked component written 
 
Focus 
Sets the focus on the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Focus 
 
Height  
Returns the height of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Height 
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HorizontalScroll 
Horizontal scroll of the component in the indicated pixels. The number of pixels may be 
negative 
 
<CapturedVariable>.HorizontalScroll (pixels: integer) 
 
Id 
Returns the HTML ID, if it has one. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Id 
 
 
InnerHTML 
Returns the HTML of the inner of component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.InnerHTML 
 
 
OnClick 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component has the event of the same name 
associated. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.OnClick 
 
OuterHTML 
Returns the HTML of the component declaration. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.OuterHTML 
 
Value 
Returns or assigns value to the component 
 
<CapturedVariable>.value [(parameter: literal)] 
 
“Value” returns the value of the component, and if a parameter is specified it also 
assigns the value indicated in the parameter 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.value; 
Returns the value of the $Name component 
 
$Name.value(“Mark”); 
Assigns Mark value to $Name 
 
VerticalScroll 
Makes the vertical scroll of the component in the indicated pixels. Number of pixels 
may be negative 
 
<CapturedVariable>.VerticalScroll (pixels: integer) 
 
Width  
Returns the width of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Width 
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X 
Returns the X coordinate of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.X 
 
Y 
Returns the Y coordinate of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Y 

Anchor 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an anchor of HTML, a link. 
 
Click 
Clicks on the link. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click 
 
Href 
Returns the link associated with the anchor. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.href [(parameter: literal)] 
 
Href returns the component link, and if a parameter is specified it also assigns the new 
link indicated to the parameter. 
 

Body 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents the HTML Body Tag 
 
Name 
Returns the name assigned to body. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 

Button 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an HTML button 
 
Enabled 
Returns or assigns the value of this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled [(parameter: integer)] 
 
Enabled, returns whether the component is functional or not, and if a parameter 0 or 1 
is specified, change the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Send.enabled; 
Returns the enabled property of $Send component. 
 
$Send.enabled(0); 
Disables $Send component. 
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Name 
Returns the name assigned to the input. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
ReadOnly 
Returns or assigns the value of this property  
 
<CapturedVariable>.ReadOnly [(parameter: integer)] 
 
ReadOnly returns if the value of the component can be modified, and if a parameter 0 
or 1 is specified it changes the value of the property 
 
 
Examples 
 
$Send.readonly; 
Returns the readonly property of $Send component. 
 
 
$Send.value(0); 
Prevents the value of $Send component from being modified. 
 
 

Checkbox 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an HTML checkbox 
 
 
Enabled 
Returns or assigns the value of this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled [(parameter: integer)] 
 
Enable returns whether the component is functional or not, and if a parameter 0 or 1  is 
specified changes the value of the property 
 
Examples 
 
$Male.enabled; 
Returns the value of $Male component's property 
 
$Male.enabled(0); 
Disables $Male component 
 
Name 
Returns the name assigned to the checkbox 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
 
ReadOnly 
Returns or assigns the value of this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ReadOnly [(parameter: integer)] 
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ReadOnly returns if the value of the component can be modified, and if a parameter 0 
or 1 is specified it changes the value of the property 
 
 
Examples 
 
$Male.readonly; 
Returns the value of $Male component’s property 
 
 
$Male.readonly (0); 
Prevents the value of $Male component from being modified. 
 
 
Text 
Returns the text of the checkbox if it has one. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.texto 
 

Form 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an HTML form 
 
Action 
Returns the action assigned to the form. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.action 
 
Encoding 
Returns the assigned action of the form. 
<CapturedVariable>.encoding 
 
Method 
Returns the method of the component in the form. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.method 
 
Name 
Returns the form encoding 
 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
Reset 
Assigns the form's input its initial values. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.reset 
 
 
Submit 
Sends the form input value to the server. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.submit 
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Target 
Returns the target of the form if it has one 
 
<CapturedVariable>.target 

Frame 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an HTML frame or iFrame. 
 
Downloaded 
Returns 1 only if the HTML page of the frame is loaded in the browser. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.downloaded 
 
ExecuteScript 
Execute the JavaScript file specified as parameter. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ExecuteScript(script : literal) 
 
Example 
 
$frame.execute(“alert(““Hello””);”); 
 
 
Src 
It is the Src property of the frame, that is, the call to the HTML page that loads the 
frame. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.src 
 
State 
Returns the status of the loaded HTML page. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.State 
 
The possible states are: 
 

uninitialized The object has not been started with data. 
loading The object is downloading data. 
loaded Data has been downloaded. 
interactive The user can interact with the page, but it has not been 

fully loaded. 
complete Page completed 

 
Title 
Returns the title of HTML page loaded in the frame. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.title 
 
 
 
URL 
Returns the URL of the page loaded. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.URL 
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Wait 
Waits for the HTML page to be loaded in the frame or the number of seconds specified. 
In the case a waiting timeout is not indicated this will be 30 seconds. Returns 1 only if 
the page was successfully loaded. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Wait([seconds: integer]) 
 

HTML 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an entire page of HTML, that is, the contents 
within the <html> tag 
 
Domain 
Returns the domain from which the page was loaded. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Domain 
 
Title 
Returns the title of the page. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Title 
 
URL 
It is the hyperlink of the page, the URL from which the page has been downloaded. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.url 

Img 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an HTML image, that is, tag <img>. 
 
 
Name 
Returns the name assigned to the image. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
Src 
This is the location of the image, the src property of the HTML <img> tag. It is both 
writing and reading 
 
<CapturedVariable>.src 
 

Input file 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an input file of a form. 
 
 
Enabled 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled [(parameter: integer)] 
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Enabled returns whether the component is functional or not, and if a parameter 0 or 1 
is specified changes the value of the property 
 
 
Examples 
 
$File.enabled; 
Returns the value of the property of $File component 
 
 
$File.enabled(0); 
Disables $File component 
 
Name 
 
Returns the name assigned to the input element. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
ReadOnly 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ReadOnly [(parameter: integer)] 
 
ReadOnly returns whether the value of the component can be modified,and if a 
parameter 0 or 1 is specified, change the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$File.readonly; 
Returns the value of the property of $File component. 
 
$File.readonly (0); 
Prevents the value of $File component from being modified. 
 

Input hidden 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents a hidden input of a form. 
 
Enabled 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled [(parameter: integer)] 
 
Enabled returns whether the component is functional or not, and if a parameter 0 or 1 
is specified changes the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.enabled; 
Returns or assigns the value of the property. 
 
$Name.enabled(0); 
Disables $Name component. 
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Name 
Returns the name assigned to the input. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
ReadOnly 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ReadOnly [(parameter: integer)] 
 
ReadOnly returns whether the value of the component can be modified,and if a 
parameter 0 or 1 is specified, change the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.readonly; 
Returns the value of this property of $Name component 
 
 
$Name.readonly (0); 
Prevents the value of $Name component from being modified. 
 

Input image 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an input image of a form. 
 
 
Enabled 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled [(parameter: integer)] 
 
Enabled returns whether the component is functional or not, and if a parameter 0 or 1 
is specified changes the value of the property 
 
Examples 
 
$Image.enabled; 
Returns the value of this property of $Image component. 
 
$Image.enabled(0); 
Disables $Image component. 
 
Name 
Returns the name assigned to the input. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
ReadOnly 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ReadOnly [(parameter: integer)] 
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ReadOnly returns whether the value of the component can be modified, and if a 
parameter 0 or 1 is specified, change the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Image.readonly; 
Returns the value of the property of $Image component. 
 
$Image.readonly(0); 
Prevents the value of the $ Image component from being modified. 
 
Src 
Returns src property of the input. That is, the reference to the image that shows 
 
<CapturedVariable>.src 
 

Input text 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents a text input of an HTML form 
 
Enabled 
Returns or assigns the value of the property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled [(parameter: integer)] 
 
Enabled returns whether the component is functional or not, and if a parameter 0 or 1 
is specified it changes the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.enabled; 
Returns the value of the property of the $Name component 
 
$Name.enabled(0); 
Disables $Name component. 
 
 
Name 
Returns the name assigned to the input. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
ReadOnly 
Returns or assigns the value of the property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ReadOnly [(parameter: integer)] 
 
ReadOnly returns whether the value of the component can be modified, and if a 
parameter 0 or 1 is specified, it changes the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.readonly; 
Returns the value of the property of $Name component 
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$Name.readonly(0); 
Prevents the value of $Name component from being modified. 
 
Safe 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the text box is protected to enter passwords. 
<CapturedVariable>.Safe 
 
 
TypeFromClipboard  
It types the indicated text on the component. To expedite the process it uses the 
clipboard: it copies the text to the clipboard, and pastes it into the component with the 
"Crtl-V" key combination. 
 
 
<Variable>.TypeFromClipboard(text:literal) 
 
This method is intended for when the input text requires to type the value. It is common 
in many applications where events are triggered while we write the values. 
 
Example 
 
$Variable.TypeFromClipboard(“It is a stork.”); 
 
 
TypeWord  
It types the indicated text on the component. This method is intended for when the 
input text requires us to type the value. It is common in many applications where 
events are triggered while we write the values. 
 
<Variable>.TypeWord(text:literal) 
 
This method has been thought to be independent of the keyboard configuration, 
however, be careful with special characters. 
 
Example 
 
$Variable.TypeWord(“The stork is looking for food.”); 
 
The example sends to $Variable the necessary keystrokes to write the phrase. 
 

ISSJannaList 
Inherits from Object, and represents a grid used by Siebel.  
 

Distribution Siebel Class 01 Expansion 
 
Capacity 
Returns the number of rows that the grid can simultaneously display. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Capacity 
 
Cell 
Returns or assigns value to the indicated cell. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Cell (fila, columna: integer, [value: literal]) 
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Note that the first row is row zero, and the first column is also column zero 
 
Example 
 
$list.cell(0 , 3, “San Francisco”); 
Sets the value indicated to the indicated cell. 
 
$list.cell(0 , 3); 
Returns the value of the indicated cell. 
 
ClickOn 
Clicks on the component at the specified X and Y coordinates. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ClickOn (X: integer, Y: integer, [mouse : integer]) 
 
Note that the coordinates provided are relative to the component. That is, for 
coordinates (0, 0) Cartes will click on the upper top left corner of the component 
 
 
Columns 
Returns the number of columns in the grid 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Columns 
 
ColumnWidth 
Returns the width in pixels of the indicated column. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ColumnWidth(column: integer) 
 
Down 
Advances the grid to the next group of records 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Down 
 
Edit 
Put in edit mode the indicated cell,and write on it (only if a value is indicated) 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Edit (row, column: integer, [value: literal]) 
 
Note that the first row is row zero, and the first column is also column zero 
 
Example 
 
$list.edit(0 , 3, “San Francisco”); 
Sets the value to the indicated cell, but the cell remains in edit mode. 
 
$list.cell(0 , 3); 
Put the indicated cell in edit mode 
 
Find 
It searches from the first row the substring "subtext" in the indicated column. If it finds 
it, it leaves the cursor in the row and returns its index, or a number less than zero 
otherwise. 
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<CapturedVariable>.Find(subtext: literal, column: integer) 
 
Examples 
 
$list.find(“335216”, 5); 
Selects the first row it finds which column 5 starts with "335216". 
 
 
Handle 
This component has a correspondence on Windows. This property returns if handle 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Handle 
 
Next 
Advances to the next record in the grid. If it considers that it has reached the end of the 
table it returns 1, otherwise 0. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Next 
 
Prior 
Moves the grid back to the previous record. If it considers that it has reached the 
beginning of the table it returns 1, otherwise 0. 
 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Prior 
 
Row 
Returns or assigns the number of the row with the grid cursor. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Row [(parameter: integer)] 
 
Example 
 
$Grid.Row; 
Returns the value of the property of $Grid component 
 
$Grid.Row(7); 
Places the cursor on row 7 of the grid. 
 
 
Rows 
Returns the number of rows in the grid. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Rows 
 
Up 
Move the grid back to the previous block of records if there are any 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Up 
 
Visible 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is visible or not. 
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<CapturedVariable>.Visible 
 
Win_[method] 
If you need to call any of the methods or properties of the related Windows component 
use this syntax 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_X 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_Y 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_SendMessage(0, 0, 0) 
 

ISSJGenCtrl 
Inhertis from Object, and represents an edit box used by Siebel.  
 

Distribution Siebel Class 01 Expansion 
 
ClickOn 
Clicks on the component at the specified X and Y coordinates. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ClickOn (X: integer, Y: integer, [mouse : integer]) 
 
Note that the coordinates provided are relative to the component. That is, for 
coordinates 0, 0 will click on the upper left corner of the component. 
 
 
Handle 
This component has a correspondence on Windows. This property returns if handle 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Handle 
 
Value 
Returns or assigns a value to the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.value [(parameter: literal)] 
 
Value returns the value of the component, and if a parameter is specified it also 
assigns the value indicated in the parameter 
 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.value; 
Returns the value of $Name component 
 
$Name.value(“Mark”); 
Assigns Mark as the value of $Name 
 
Visible 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is visible or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Visible 
 
 
Win_[method] 
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If you need to call any of the methods or properties of the related Windows component 
use this syntax 
 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_X 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_Y 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_SendMessage(0, 0, 0) 
 

ISSMenu 
Inherits from Object, and represents a Siebel menu. 
 
 

Distribution Siebel Class 01 Expansion 
 
Command 
Executes the command in the menu. Blanks are also part of the commands, do not 
forget that you should not delete them. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Command (cmd: literal) 
 
Displayed 
Displays the menu in the indicated position. This method does not work with all menus. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Displayed (index: integer) 
 
ExecTitle 
Executes the menu option indicated with the title 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ExecTitle (title: literal) 
 
PropertiesExtView 
It shows a window in which each of the menu options appears next to its associated 
command and keyboard accelerator. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.PropertiesExtView 
 
ShortCut 
Sends the indicated keyboard accelerator to the menu. The control keys are "Shift", 
"Alt" and "Control" 
. 
 
<Variable>.ShortCut(key, ctrlKey1, ctrlKey2, ctrlKey3: literal) 
 
Example 
 
$Menu.ShortCut(“G”, “Alt”, “Control”); 
Sends the indicated key combination to the menu 
 

ISSNavCtrl 
Inherits from Object, and represents a navigation control used by Siebel, such as a 
tabbed panel. 
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Distribution Siebel Class 01 Expansion 

 
ClickOn 
Clicks on the component at the specified X and Y coordinates. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ClickOn (X: integer, Y: integer, [mouse : integer]) 
 
Note that the coordinates provided are relative to the component. That is, for the 
coordinates (0, 0) Cartes will click on the top left corner of the component. 
 
Control 
Returns a literal indicating the style of the navigation control. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Control 
 
Handle 
This component has a correspondence in Windows. This property returns if handle. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Handle 
 
Tab 
This method selects the indicated browser option. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.tab(index: integer) 
 
In the example it selects the second option of the browser. 
 
$Nav.tab(2); 
 
Visible 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is visible or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Visible 
 
Win_[method] 
If you need to call any of the methods or properties of the related Windows component, 
use this syntax. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_X 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_Y 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_SendMessage(0, 0, 0) 
 

ISSTreeCtrl 
Inherits from Object, and represents a tree control used by Siebel. 
 

Distribution Siebel Class 01 Expansion 
 
ClickOn 
Clicks on the component at the specified X and Y coordinates. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ClickOn (X: integer, Y: integer, [mouse : integer]) 
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Note that the coordinates provided are relative to the component. That is, for the 
coordinates (0, 0) Cartes will click on the upper left corner of the component. 
 
Collapse 
Collapse the selected node in the tree. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Collapse 
 
 
Expand 
Expands the selected node in the tree. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Expand 
 
Expanded 
Returns or assigns if the selected node is expanded. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Expanded [(parameter: integer)] 
 
Expanded returns whether the selected node is expanded or not, and specifying a 
parameter 0 or 1 changes the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Topics.expanded; 
Returns the value of the property of the selected node at $Topics tree. 
 
 
$Topics.expanded(1); 
Expands the selected $Topics node. 
 
 
Handle 
This component has a correspondence in Windows. This property returns if handle. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Handle 
 
Items 
Returns the number of nodes. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Items 
 
Next 
Select the next node in the tree. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Next 
 
Path 
Select the node located in the path indicated from the root. It is \2\1\4, that is, since the 
father is the third child, the second child, the fifth child. They should always start with 
the directory bar, and the first child is zero. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.path (route: literal) 
 
Examples 
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$tree.path (“\2\1”); 
Select the node located, from the root, as the second child of the third descendant. 
 
Root 
Select the root node of the tree. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Root 
 
Value 
Returns the text of the selected node. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Value 
 
Visible 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is visible or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Visible 
 
Win_[method] 
If you need to call any of the methods or properties of the related Windows component, 
use this syntax. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_X 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_Y 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_SendMessage(0, 0, 0) 
 

Object 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an object embedded in HTML. An example of 
an object embedded in HTML is Flash. 
 
CLSID 
Returns the identifier for the ActiveX class to which the object belongs 
<CapturedVariable>.CLSID 
 
Invoke 
Allows to execute a method of the embedded instance. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Invoke(method: literal [,param1,…,paramN: literal]) 
 
Obviously it is necessary to know beforehand the declaration of the class defined by 
the CLSID. For example, imagine that the object is a video player of which we know its 
TLB and we want to set the volume to 80%… 
 
$Player.invoke(“volume”, 80); 
 

Radio button 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an Input radio button of an HTML form 
 
Enabled 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled [(parameter: integer)] 
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Enabled returns whether the component is functional or not, and specifying a 
parameter 0 or 1 changes the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Male.enabled; 
Returns the value of $Male component's property. 
 
$Male.enabled(0); 
Disables $Male component. 
 
Name 
Returns the name assigned to the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
ReadOnly 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ReadOnly [(parameter: integer)] 
 
ReadOnly returns if the value of the component can be modified, and if a parameter 0 
or 1 is specified it changes the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Male.readonly; 
Returns the value of $Male component property 
 
$Male.readonly(0); 
Prevents the value of $Male component can be modified. 
 
Text 
Returns the descriptive text. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Text 
 

Select 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an HTML combo 
 
 
Name 
Returns the name assigned to body. 
 
 
Option 
Returns the value or text of the indicated option. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.option (index: integer, property: literal) 
 
Combos options are composed of two parts: a value, which is internal and not visible, 
and a text, associated with the value shown in the combo. This method returns the 
value if property is "value" or the text if property is "text". 
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Examples 
 
$combo.option (0, “value”); 
Returns the value of option 0. 
 
$combo.option($combo.selected, “text”); 
Returns the text of the selected option in the combo. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
 
Options 
Returns the number of options the combo has. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.options 
 
 
Selected 
Returns or assigns the option selected in the combo. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selected [(index: integer)] 
 
Returns the index of the option selected in the combo, and if you specify index 
parameter it will select that option 
 
Text 
Returns or assigns the text of the selected option in the combo 
 
<CapturedVariable>.text [(parameter: literal)] 
 
Text returns the text of the selected option in the combo, and if you specify a 
parameter it also assigns the value indicated in the parameter 
 
 

Table 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents an HTML <table> 
 
 
DoCell 
Executes a method on a table cell 
 
<CapturedTable>.DoCell(row, cell : integer, method : literal, 
[parameter1Cell,…] 
 
DoCell executes the parameter method "method" of parameter1Cell, parameter2Cell ... 
on the <CapturedTable> cell specified by the "row", "cell" coordinates. 
 
 
Examples 
 
$Table.DoCell(0, 0, “DoChild”, “\1” , “value” , “off”); 
In cell 0, 0 of $Table throws the method "value" with the parameter "Off"  in the second 
child of the cell. 
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$Table.DoChild(1, 3, “value”); 
In the 4th cell of the second row it launches the "value" method without parameters. 
 
 
Rows 
Returns the number of <tr> that it has. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Rows 
 

Text area 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents a text area.  
 
 
Enabled 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled [(parameter: integer)] 
 
Enabled returns whether the component is functional or not, and specifying a 
parameter 0 or 1 changes the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.enabled; 
Returns the value of the property of $Name component 
 
$Name.enabled(0); 
Disables $Name component. 
 
 
Name 
Returns the name assigned to the input. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
ReadOnly 
Returns or assigns a value to this property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ReadOnly [(parameter: integer)] 
 
ReadOnly returns whether the value of the component can be modified, and if a 
parameter 0 or 1 is specified, the value of the property changes. 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.readonly; 
Returns the value of the property of $Name component 
 
$Name.readonly(0); 
Prevents the value of $Name component from being modified. 
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TypeFromClipboard  
 
Types the indicated text on the component. To expedite the process it uses the 
clipboard: it copies the text to the clipboard, and pastes it into the component with the 
"Crtl-V" key combination. 
 
 
<Variable>.TypeFromClipboard(text:literal) 
 
This method is intended for when the "text area" requires us to type the value 
 
 
Example 
 
$Variable.TypeFromClipboard(“It is a stork.”); 
 
 
TypeWord  
Types the indicated text on the component. This method is intended for when the "text 
area" requires us to type the value.  
 
<Variable>.TypeWord(text:literal) 
 
This method has been thought to be independent of the keyboard configuration, 
however, be careful with special characters. 
 
Example 
 
$Variable.TypeWord(“The stork is looking for food.”); 
 
The example sends to $Variable the necessary keystrokes to write the phrase. 
 

Tr 
Inherits from MSHTML, and represents a tr element from a HTML table 
 
 
Columns 
Returns the number of <td> that it has. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Columns 
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Data Class 
 
Inherits from Base Class, and is the class of all DATA API components: we use this 
API to keep values during a process. For example, if we want to save an address 
during a process we can use a Data String variable. In another case your need may be 
to have a list where you can keep values and save it later in XML, then use a variable 
“XML String List”. You can also use these variables by assigning them an initial value 
and using them as constants in the process, or listing different states through which 
your procedure passes. 
 

Data String 
Inherits from Data Class, and represents a string-type data, or text string. It also has a 
predefined set of dialog windows for interacting with the operator. 
 
 
Kind: Abort 
Displays a window designed to give the option to abort a process. The window displays 
a text and a button, which when it is pressed changes the text and disables the button. 
The value of the variable is modified according to the state of the window: Is 0 when 
the window is displayed, 1 when the button is pressed, and if you want to close it set 
any other value to the variable. 
 
<Variable>.ShowDialog (“abort”, message1: literal, message2: literal, 
text_button: literal) 
 
“text_button” Indicates the text that will have the button, "Message1" is the initial 
message that the window will display, and "message2" the text that appears when the 
button is pressed. 
 
 
Examples: 
 
$Abort.ShowDialog(“abort”, “Press the button to end”, “Bye”, “Abort”); 
If the user presses the button the value of "$ Abort" will be 1. 
 
ShowDialog 
Displays a dialog window among the defaults in the extensión. Depending on the 
dialog you choose to display the number of parameters and the meaning changes.  
 
<Variable>.ShowDialog (kind: literal, parameter_1..parameter_n) 
 
 
Value 
Returns or assigns value to the variable. 
 
<Variable>.value [(parameter)] 
 
Value returns the value of the variable, and if you specify a parameter it also assigns 
the value indicated in the parameter 
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Examples: 
 
$Name.value; 
Returns the value of $Name component 
 
$Name.value(“Mark”); 
Assigns Mark value to $Name 
 

XML File 
Inherits from Data Class, and represents an XML file. To access to the values 

we use the path of labels key1[index1]\key2[index2]… being key1 the name of the field 
and index its position on the list (If index is not indicated it is interpreted to be the first 
item in the list, zero). With this sample file we can see how to access… 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<breakfast_menu> 
 <food> 
  <name>Belgian Waffles</name> 
  <price>$5.95</price> 
  <description>Two of our famous Belgian Waffles with plenty 
of real maple syrup</description> 
  <calories>650</calories> 
 </food> 
 <food> 
  <name>Strawberry Belgian Waffles</name> 
  <price>$7.95</price> 
  <description>Light Belgian waffles covered with 
strawberries and whipped cream</description> 
  <calories>900</calories> 
 </food> 
</breakfast_menu> 

 
“\food[1]\price” The path to reference the price of the second menu. 
“food\price” The path to reference the price of the first menu. 
“food[0]\price[0]” It is also the path to reference the price of the first menu. 

“food[2]\price” 
The path to reference the price of the third menu. In this case 
it does not exist, so the variable would create a new record 
 

 
ClearKey 

Deletes a tag. 
 

<Variable>.ClearKey (path : literal) 
 

Examples: 
 
$Breakfast.ClearKey(“food”); 
Basing on the example file, it deletes all records 
 
 
Count 

Returns the number of values of the label indicated in the path. 
 

<Variable>.Count (path : literal) 
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Examples: 
 
$Breakfast.Count(“food”); 
Basing on the example file it would return 2. 

  
$Breakfast.Count(“food[2]\price”); 
Based on the example file it would return 0. 

 
Delete 

Deletes a value from a label. 
 

<Variable>.Delete (path : literal) 
 

Examples: 
 
$Breakfast.Delete(“food”); 
Based on the example file, it deletes the first food record. 

  
$Breakfast.Count(“food[1]\price”); 
Based on the example file, it deletes the value 0 from the field "price" of the second 
record "food". 
 
LoadFromFile 

Read the XML file indicated in "file" and stores it into a variable. 
 

<Variable>.LoadFromFile (file : literal) 
 

Examples: 
 
$Breakfast.LoadFromFile(“c:\menus.xml”); 
 
SaveToFile 

Save in the file indicated in "file" the information of the variable in XML format. 
 

<Variable>.SaveToFile (file : literal) 
 

Examples: 
 
$Breakfast.SaveToFile(“c:\menus.xml”); 
 
Value 

Returns or assigns a value to a label, or create it if not exits 
 

<Variable>.Value(path : literal [, value : literal]) 
 

Examples: 
 
$Breakfast.Value(“food\price”); 
Returns the price of the first record of food. 

  
$Breakfast.Value(“food[2]\price”, “5.30”); 
Basing on the example file, it creates a third record of "food" with the field "price" in 
5.30. 
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XML 
Returns the value of the instance in XML format, or passing a literal parameter 

in XML format assigns the value to the instance. 
<Variable>.XML [(parameter : literal)] 
 
Examples: 
 
$Customers.XML; 
Returns the value in XML format of $Customers. 
 
$Customers.XML ($JohnCustomers.XML); 
Assigns the value of the $JohnCustomers instance to $Customers through the XML 
property of both. 
 

XML String List 
Inherits from Data Class, and represents a list of strings, or a string of text. It 

also includes very useful capabilities such as the XML format, or associate values with 
names. The first item on the list is placed in position “zero”. 
 
Clear 
It empties the structure. 
 
<Variable>.clear 
 
Count 
Returns the number of stored items in the list. 
 
<Variable>.count 
 
Delete 
Deletes the element structure placed at the indicated index. The first element of the 
structure is zero. 
 
<Variable>.delete (index : integer) 
 
Exists 
Returns '1' only if the given literal already exists in the structure. 
 
<Variable>.exists (text : literal) 
 
Item 
Returns, adds, or modifies an element of the structure. The first element is zero. 
 
<Variable>.item (index : integer[, valor : literal]) 
 
When "index" indicates the end position of the list it adds "value". If, on the other hand, 
"index" indicates an existing position, it changes the element for "value". 
 
 
Examples: 
 
$Customers.item ($Customers.count, “Adam Smith”); 
Adds the new element to the structure. 
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$Customers.item (5); 
Returns the element at position 5 of the structure. 
 
 
Value 
Associates a value with a key. 
 
<Variable>.value (nombre : literal[, valor : literal]) 
 
Value allows returning or assigning a string value to a key. In this case the key is also a  
string, which facilitates the use of the key with names. 
 
Examples: 
 
$Customer.value (“Phone=”, “+62987418530”); 
Assigns to "Phone =" key the indicated value. If the key "Phone =" already existed its 
value would be replaced by the new one. There can not be two identical keys in the 
structure. 
 
$Customer.value(“Phone=”); 
Returns the associated value to "Phone =" key. 
 
XML 

Returns the instance value in XML format, or if a literal parameter is passed 
with the XML format it assigns the value to the instance 

 
 
<Variable>.XML [(parameter : literal)] 
 
Examples: 
 
$CustomerNames.XML; 
Returns the value of $CustomerNames component. 
 
$CustomerNames.XML ($JohnCustomers.XML); 
Assigns the value of $JohnCustomers instance to $CustomerNames through the XML 
property of both. 
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Java32 Object / Generic Object 
 
It is the base class of all Java32 API components. Inherits from Base, and all its 
methods are common to all Java32 objects. In order for Java32 extension of the robot 
to work correctly, you must have met the installation requirements in section Installing 
Java Access Bridge. 
 
 
AccesibleFlags 
Returns internal information of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.AccesibleFlags 
 
Actions 
Returns a list of actions, separated by commas, that the component can perform 
through the "doAction" method. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Actions 
 
Click 
Clicks on the component, and if the coordinates are provided, it will do it on the X and 
Y position. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click [(X: integer, Y: integer)] 
 
Note that the coordinates provided are relative to the component. That is, for 
coordinates(0, 0) Cartes will click on the top left corner of the component. 
 
Description 
Returns Windows description of the component if it has one. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Description 
 
DoAction 
Executes the indicated action. The set of possible actions that the component can 
perform are indicated in the "Actions" property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.doAction (action: literal) 
 
DoubleClick 
It Double-clicks on the component, and if the coordinates are provided, it will do it on 
the specified X and Y position 
 
<CapturedVariable>.DoubleClick [(X: integer, Y: integer)] 
 
Note that the coordinates provided are relative to the component. That is, for the 
coordinates (0, 0)Cartes will click on the top left corner of the component. 
 
DPIAwareness 
Returns an integer with the level of "adaptability" of the component application to the 
pixel-by-inch (DPI) settings of the monitor. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.DPIAwarenes return integer 
 
The following table shows the possible values returned by the method. 
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Value Description 

0 
DPI unaware. This app does not scale for DPI changes and is always 
assumed to have a scale factor of 100% (96 DPI). It will be automatically 
scaled by the system on any other DPI setting. 

1 

System DPI aware. This app does not scale for DPI changes. It will query 
for the DPI once and use that value for the lifetime of the app. If the DPI 
changes, the app will not adjust to the new DPI value. It will be 
automatically scaled up or down by the system when the DPI changes 
from the system value. 

2 
Per monitor DPI aware. This app checks for the DPI when it is created and 
adjusts the scale factor whenever the DPI changes. These applications 
are not automatically scaled by the system. 

 
Enabled 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is active or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Enabled 
 
Focus  
Sets the focus on the component 
 
<CapturedVariable>.focus 
 
Focused  
Returns 1 if the component has keyboard focus, otherwise returns 0. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.focused 
 
Height  
Returns the height of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Height 
 
IsAction 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the action can be executed by the component. 
The set of possible actions that the component can perform are indicated in the 
property "Actions". 
 
<CapturedVariable>.isAction (action: literal) 
 
Name 
Returns the name of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
 
OffScreen 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is inside or outside the display 
area. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.OffScreen 
 
PID  
Returns the Windows identifier of the process to which the component belongs.  
 
<CapturedVariable>.Pid 
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PID is a unique value received by each instance of the programs that are executed. It 
is the value that identifies the process, we can use it with the “Kill” command 
 
Selected 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is selected or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Selected 
 
State 
Returns a comma-separated list of component states. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.State 
 
Visible 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is visible or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Visible 
 
Width  
Returns the width of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Width 
 
X 
Returns the X coordinate of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.X 
 
Y 
Returns the Y coordinate of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Y 
 

Check Button 
Inherits from Java32 Object / Generic Object, and represents checks and radio button. 
 
 
Checked 
Returns or assigns the button status. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.checked([state: integer]) 
 
The states returned or allowed to move to the button correspond to the following table: 
 

State Value 
Unchecked 0 
Checked 1 
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Combobox 
Inherits from Java32 Object / Generic Object, and represents the combobox. 
 
 
Option 
Returns the text of the item indicated on the list of available options. The first element 
is 0. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.option([index: integer]) 
 
Example 
 
$listbox.option(2); 
Returns the text of element 2. 
 
Options 
Returns the number of items on the list of avalaible options. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.options 
 
Selection 
Returns or assigns the index of the selected element on the list of options. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.selection([index: integer]) 
 
Examples 
 
$listbox.selection; 
Returns the index of the selected item on the list. 
 
$listbox.selection (0); 
Select item 0 from the list of options. 
 
Value 
Returns or assigns value to the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.value [(parameter : literal)] 
 
Value returns the value of the component, and if a parameter is specified it also 
assigns the value indicated in the parameter. 
 

Edit 
Inherits from Java32 Object / Generic Object, and represents an edit box 
 
Safe 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the text box is protected to enter passwords. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Safe 
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TypeFromClipboard  
 
Type the indicated text on the component. To expedite this process it uses the 
clipboard: it copies the text to the clipboard, and pastes it into the component using 
"Crtl-V" key combination 
 
<Variable>.TypeFromClipboard(text:literal) 
 
In this other version of the method we can indicate if we want it to check if the value is 
typed correctly. That is, if Cartes doesn't succeed, it retries rewriting for a few seconds 
 
<Variable>.TypeFromClipboard(text: literal, checkValue: integer) 
 
 
TypeWord 
 
Type the indicated text on the component.  
 
<Variable>.TypeWord(text: literal) 
 
In this other version of the method we can indicate if we want it to check if the value is 
typed correctly. That is, if Cartes doesn't succeed, it retries rewriting for a few seconds. 
 
<Variable>.TypeWord(text: literal, checkValue: integer) 
 
 
Value 
Returns or assigns a value to the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.value [(parameter : literal)] 
 
Value returns the value of the component, and if a parameter is specified it also 
assigns the value indicated in the parameter. 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.value; 
Returns the value of $Name component 
 
$Name.value(“Mark”); 
Assigns Mark value to $Name 
 

Frame Class 
Inherits from Java32 Object / Generic Object, and represents Java application window. 
That is, the virtual machine where the application runs. 
 
Handle 
Returns the handle assigned by Windows to the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Handle 
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Id 
Returns the virtual machine code assigned to the application by Java. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Id 
 
Title 
Returns the title of the application. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Title 
 
TypeFromClipboard  
Type the indicated text on the component. To expedite the process, it uses the 
clipboard: It copies the text to the clipboard, and pastes it into the component with the 
key combination "Crtl-V". We indicate the coordinates where we want it to write, and 
with “CheckValue” we indicate if we want to verify that the value is typed correctly (if it 
doesn't succeed, it tries again for a few seconds). 
 
<Variable>.TypeFromClipboard(x, y: integer, text: literal, checkValue: 
integer); 
 
Example 
 
In this example it clicks on the component coordinates (8, 4), writes the text and 
verifyies that it is correctly written. 
 
$Variable.TypeFromClipboard(8, 4, “It is a stork.”, 1); 
 
TypeWord  
Type the indicated text on the component. We indicate the coordinates where we want 
it to write, and with “CheckValue” we indicate if we want to verify that the value is typed 
correctly (if it doesn't succeed, it tries again for a few seconds). 
 
<Variable>.TypeWord(x, y: integer, text: literal, checkValue: 
integer); 
 
Example 
 
In this example it clicks on the component coordinates (8, 4), writes the text and 
verifyies that it is correctly written. 
 
$Variable.TypeWord(8, 4, “It is a stork.”, 1); 
 
Visible 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is visible or not, or shows or 
hides the component depending on whether the parameter is 1 or 0. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Visible [(mode : integer)] 
 
Win_[method] 
If you need to call any of the methods or properties of the Windows object associated 
with the component use this syntax. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_X 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_Y 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_press(69, 1) 
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WinClass 
Returns the name of Windows component class. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.WinClass 
 

Interfaces 
Inherits from Java32 Object / Generic Object, and represents components with value. 
 
Value 
Returns the value of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.value 
 

Table 
Inherits from Java32 Object / Generic Object, and represents the grids. 
 
ColumnByName 
Returns the index of the column with the given name or an exception if it does not find 
it. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ColumnByName(name : literal) 
 
Columns 
Returns the number of columns. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Columns 
 
DoCell 
Executes a method on the specified row and column component. 
 
<Variable>.DoCell(row, column: integer, method: literal[, 
parameter1…parametern]) 
 
DoCell executes the method "method" of parameters parameter1, ... on the component 
of the table <Variable> located in "row" and "column". 
 
Examples 
 
$Table.DoCell(2, 1, “value”, “Off”); 
In the second cell of the third row it launches the "value" method with "Off" parameter. 
 
DoColumn 
Executes a method on the header component of the indicated column. 
 
<Variable>.DoColumn(column: integer, method: literal[, 
parameter1…parametern]) 
 
DoColumn executes the method "method" of parameters parameter1, ... on the 
component of the table <Variable> located in the column header "column". 
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Examples 
 
$Table.DoColumn(1, “value”, “Off”); 
In the second column header it launches the "value" method with the parameter "Off". 
 
Rows 
Returns the number of rows in the table. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Rows 
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SAP Object 
 
It is the base class of all SAP API components. Inherits from Base, and all its methods 
are common to all SAP objects. 
 
ClassCode 
Returns the SAP class code. 
 
<Variable>.ClassCode 
 
Invoke 
Calls the ActiveX method "method" associated with the SAP Object with the given 
parameters and returns the value returned. 
 
<Variable>.Invoke(method: literal; parameter1, … parametern: literal); 
 

Calendar 
Inherits from SAP Win32 Object, and represents a SAP calendar. 
 
Value 
Reads or assigns the period in the calendar. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.value[(interval : literal)] 
 

Grid View 
Inherits from SAP Win32 Object, and represents a grid with results next to a Toolbar. 
 
ButtonChecked 
Returns 1 if the button with the indicated identifier has its check selected. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonChecked(id : literal) 
 
ButtonEnabled 
Returns 1 if the button with the indicated identifier is enabled or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonEnabled(id : literal) 
 
ButtonId 
Returns the unique identifier of the button located at the position of the indicated bar. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonId(index : integer) 
 
ButtonPosition 
Returns the position in the taskbar of the button with the indicated identifier. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonPosition(id : literal) 
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Buttons 
Returns the number of buttons on the bar. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Buttons 
 
ButtonType 
Returns the type of button that is the button with the indicated identifier. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonType(id : literal) 
 
Button types are “Button”, “Menu” and “ButtonAndMenu”. 
 
Cell 
Returns the cell value defined by the indicated row and column. If a value is included it 
will be assigned to the cell. 
 
<Variable>.Cell(row: integer, column: integer[, value: literal]) 
 
Click 
It executes some of the different actions offered in the button bar or on a cell. 
 
Clicks the indicated button. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click(id : literal) 
 
Clicks the indicated option in the context menu associated with the button that has the 
identifier. The menu option is determined by the integers 0, 1, 2, 3 ... according to their 
position. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click(id : literal, MenuPosition : integer) 
 
Clicks the indicated option in the context menu associated with the button that has the 
identifier. The menu option is determined by its Title. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click(id : literal, MenuTitle : literal) 
 
Clicks on the indicated cell. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click(row : integer, column : integer) 
 
Examples: 
 
$Toolbar.click(“&Lyt”, “Change Layout…”); 
Clicks on the menu option “Change Layout…” associated with the button that has the 
identifier “&Lyt”. 
 
ColumnId 
Returns the unique column identifier in the indicated position. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ColumnId(index : integer) 
 
ColumnPosition 
Returns the position in the columns of the indicated identifier. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ColumnPosition(id : literal) 
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Columns 
Returns the number of columns in the grid. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Columns 
 
ColumnSelected 
Returns 1 only if the column is selected. It also allows you to select / deselect the 
indicated column if the parameter "Selected" is added. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ColumnSelected(id : literal[, Selected : integer]) 
 
DoubleClick 
Double-click on the specified cell. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.DoubleClick(row : integer, column : integer) 
 
Focus 
Set SAP focus on the grid or on a cell. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Focus 
<CapturedVariable>.Focus(row : integer, column : integer) 
 
Rows 
Returns the number of rows in the grid. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Rows 
 

Picture 
Inherits from SAP Win32 Object, and represents a SAP image. 
 
URL 
The URL of the image displayed. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.URL 
 

SAP Button 
Inherits from  
SAP Control, and represents a button. 
 
Click 
Clicks the button. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click 
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SAP Checkbox RadioButton 
Inherits from  
SAP Control, and represents the checkbox and radiobutton. 
 
Legend 
Returns the legend associated with the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Legend 
 

SAP Combobox 
Inherits from  
SAP Control, and represents the combobox. 
 
key 
Returns or assigns the associated element key in the combobox. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Key [(parameter: literal)] 
 
Text 
Returns or assigns the text of the associated element in the combobox. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Text [(parameter: literal)] 

SAP Control 
Inherits from SAP Object, and represents the visible components of SAP application. 
 
Focus  
Sets focus on the component 
 
<CapturedVariable>.focus 
 
Height  
Returns the height of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Height 
 
IconName 
On several occasions the component shows an icon. This property returns the name of 
the associated icon. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.IconName 
 
Id 
This kind of SAP components can be identified uniquely with this identifier. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Id 
 
Name 
Returns the name of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Name 
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Tooltip 
Returns from the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Tooltip 
 
Value 
Returns or assigns value to the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.value [(parameter: literal)] 
 
Value returns the value of the component, and if a parameter is specified it also 
assigns the value indicated in the parameter 
 
Examples 
 
$Name.value; 
Returns the value of $Name component 
 
$Name.value(“Mark”); 
Assigns the Mark value to $ Name 
 
Width  
Returns the width of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Width 
 
X 
Returns the X coordinate of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.X 
 
Y 
Returns the Y coordinate of the component. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Y 
 

SAP Edit 
Inherits from SAP Control, and represents an edit box.. 
 
Safe 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the text box is protected to enter passwords. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Safe 
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SAP Menu Option 
Inherits from  
SAP Control, and represents a menu option. 
 
Click 
Executes the menu option. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click 

SAP Row 
Inherits from SAP Object, and represents a row of a table. 
 
Selected 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the row is selected or not. It also selects or 
deselects the row depending on whether the parameter is 1 or 0. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Selected[(mode : integer)] 
 

SAP Shell 
Inherits from SAP Win32 Object, and represents a container for Win32-based 
components. 
 
SubType 
A code that informs the type of container. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Subtype 

SAP Tab 
Inherits from  
SAP Control, and represents a tab. 
 
Click 
Selects the tab. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click 
 

SAP Table 
Inherits from  
SAP Control, and represents a SAP grid (a table). 
 
ColumnByName 
Returns the index of the column with the given name or an exception if it does not find 
it. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ColumnByName(name : literal) 
 
Columns 
Returns the number of columns. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Columns 
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Configure 
Displays the grid configuration window. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Configure 
 
DoCell 
Executes a method on a specified row and column component. 
 
<Variable>.DoCell(row, column: integer, method: literal[, 
parameter1…parametern]) 
 
DoCell executes the method "method" of parameters parameter1, ... on the component 
of the table <Variable> located in "row" and "column". 
 
Examples 
 
$Table.DoCell(2, 1, “value”, “Off”); 
In the second cell of the third row it launches the "value" method with "Off" parameter. 
 
Rows 
Returns the number of rows displayed on the screen. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Rows 
 
VerticalScrollPosition 
Is the row number of the visible query in the first row of the grid. It can be used to move 
around the query by increasing or decreasing its value, and when it does not change, 
the end or beginning of the query has been reached. The first row of the query is row 
zero. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.VerticalScrollPosition[(position : integer)] 
 
VerticalScrollSize 
The number of rows visible in the Grid. That is, the size of the scroll. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.VerticalScrollSize 

SAP Tree 
Inherits from SAP Win32 Object, and represents a SAP tree. 
 
Click 
Clicks on the selected node. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click 
 
Collapse 
Collapses the selected node. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Collapse 
 
Expand 
Expands the selected node. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Expand 
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Next 
Selects the next node. Returns 1 if it succeeds and zero otherwise. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Next 
 
Node 
Returns the text of the selected node in the tree. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Node 
 
Path 
Returns the path of the selected node, or selects the node indicated by the parameter 
path. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Path(route : literal) 
 
Examples: 
 
$Breakfast.Path(“2”); 
Selects the third node.  
 
$Breakfast.Path(“2\3”); 
Selects the fourth child of the third node 
 
 
Root 
Selects the root of the tree. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Root 
 

SAP Win32 Object 
Inherits from  
SAP Control, and represents the SAP components implemented on a Windows 32 
component. 
 
Handle 
Returns the handle assigned to the component by Windows. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Handle 
 
Visible 
Returns 1 or 0 depending on whether the component is visible or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Visible 
 
Win_[method] 
If you need to call any of the methods or properties of the Windows object associated 
with the component use this syntax. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_X 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_Y 
<CapturedVariable>.Win_press(69, 1) 
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WinClass 
Returns the name of the associated Windows component class. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.WinClass 
 

Toolbar 
Inherits from SAP Win32 Object, and represents a bar with SAP buttons. 
 
ButtonChecked 
Returns 1 if the button with the indicated identifier has its check selected. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonChecked (id : literal) 
 
ButtonEnabled 
Returns 1 if the button with the indicated identifier is enabled or not. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonEnabled(id : literal) 
 
ButtonId 
Returns the unique identifier of the button located at the position of the indicated bar. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonId(index : integer)  
 
 
ButtonPosition 
Returns the position in the button taskbar with the indicated identifier. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonPosition(id : literal) 
 
Buttons 
Returns the number of buttons on the toolbar. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Buttons 
 
ButtonType 
Returns the type of button that is the button with the indicated identifier. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.ButtonType(id : literal) 
 
Button types are “Button”, “Menu” and “ButtonAndMenu”. 
 
Click 
It executes some of the different actions offered in the button bar. 
 
Clicks the indicated button. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click(id : literal) 
 
Clicks the indicated option in the context menu associated with the button that has the 
identifier. The menu option is determined by the integers 0, 1, 2, 3 ... according to their 
position. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click(id : literal, MenuPosition : integer) 
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Clicks the indicated option in the context menu associated with the button that has the 
identifier. The menu option is determined by its Title. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Click(id : literal, MenuTitle : literal) 
 
Examples: 
 
$Toolbar.click(“&Lyt”, “Change Layout…”); 
Clicks on the menu option “Change Layout…” associated with the button that has the 
identifier “&Lyt”. 
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IBM Personal Communications Class 
 

Inherits from Base, and is the class of all EHLAPI32 API components. We use 
this API to access terminal sessions on IBM's AS / 400 and mainframes.  
 
Column 
Returns the column where the keyboard cursor is located.  
 
<CapturedVariable>.column 
 
Columns 
Returns the number of columns the session has. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.Columns 
 
Connected 
Returns or assigns the value of the property. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.connected [(parameter: integer)] 
 
Connected returns whether the session is connected or not, and specifying a 
parameter 0 or 1 changes the value of the property. 
 
Examples 
 
$Session.connected; 
Returns the value of $Session component's property. 
 
$Session.connected(0); 
Disconnects $Session session. 
 
Name 
Returns the session name to which it has been linked. This is the name with which the 
parameters used were saved to set the session 
 
<CapturedVariable>.name 
 
Read 
Read from the Terminal screen the text located within the indicated screen 
coordinates, or if not indicated, the text of the entire screen. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.read [(top, left, bottom, right: literal)] 
 
Examples 
 
$Session.read(2, 10, 3, 20); 
Returns the text within the given coordinates. 
 
$Session.read; 
Returns the text of the entire screen. 
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Row 
Returns the row where the keyboard cursor is located. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.row 
 
Rows 
Returns the number of rows that the session has. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.rows 
 
SendKeys  
Type the indicated text in the session. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.SendKeys(text:literal) 
 
This method has been thought to be independent of the keyboard configuration, 
however, be careful. In addition to the special keys (tab, enter, shift ...) you have 
special codes that you can use. These codes can be found in the appendixKey Codes 
for IBM Personal Communications.  
 
 
Example 
 
$Session.sendkeys(“anonymous@Tmyprivatekey@E”); 
The example also sends two special keys: the Tab with the code @T, and Enter with 
the code @E. 
 
Session 
Returns session code to which it has been linked. It is a unique code that distinguishes 
the session from other open sessions, usually a capital letter. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.session 
 
SetCursor 
Move the keyboard cursor to the indicated screen coordinates. The first row is row 1 
and the first column is column 1. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.SetCursor (row, column: integer) 
 
Terminal sessions are set in predetermined screen dimensions. This function sets the 
keystrokes to be sent from these coordinates. 
 
Examples 
 
$Session.setcursor (1, 5); 
Sets the keyboard cursor at the position located in row 1 of column 5 of screen 
 
 
Status 
Returns an alphanumeric string describing the state of the connection. If you need 
more information about this method consult IBM documentation. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.status 
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Terminal 
Returns the type of terminal used during the session: 3270, 5250 or VT. 
 
<CapturedVariable>.terminal 
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Programming with Cartes, ActiveX 
 

The next step in the development after Cartes Script, is to program Cartes using 
ActiveX. Cartes ActiveX technology is designed to be used from any programming 
language. That is, the programming can be with C #, Visual Basic, Java, JavaScript, 
Delphi ... it is even very convenient to use with Visual Basic Script or vba. In the 
following table we show the classes exported in ActiveX and its inheritance. 

 
∞ Cartes.CartesObj 
► RPAParameters 
► CredentialStack 
► IRPAComponent 
 ■ IRPAWin32Component ■ IRPAMSHTMLComponent 
  ● IRPAWin32Accesibility  ● IRPAMSHTMLAnchor 
   ○ IRPAWin32Accesibility42  ● IRPAMSHTMLBody 
  ● IRPAWin32Automation  ● IRPAMSHTMLButton 
   ○ IRPAWin32Automation50004  ● IRPAMSHTMLCheckbox 
  ● IRPAWin32CheckRadioButton  ● IRPAMSHTMLForm 
  ● IRPAWin32Combobox32  ● IRPAMSHTMLFrame 
  ● IRPAWin32DateTime  ● IRPAMSHTMLHTML 
  ● IRPAWin32Edit32  ● IRPAMSHTMLImage 
  ● IRPAWin32GridGXWND  ● IRPAMSHTMLInputFile 
  ● IRPAWin32InternetExplorer  ● IRPAMSHTMLInputHidden 
  ● IRPAWin32Listbox32  ● IRPAMSHTMLInputImage 
  ● IRPAWin32ListView32  ● IRPAMSHTMLInputText 
  ● IRPAWin32SysHeader32  ● IRPAMSHTMLObject 
  ● IRPAWin32TabControl  ● IRPAMSHTMLRadio 
  ● IRPAWin32Toolbar32  ● IRPAMSHTMLSelect 
  ● IRPAWin32TreeView32  ● IRPAMSHTMLTable 
  ● IRPAWin32WindowsFormsGrid  ● IRPAMSHTMLTextArea 
     ● IRPAMSHTMLTr 
 ■ IRPAJava32Component ■ IRPASapComponent 
  ● IRPAJava32Check  ● IRPASapControl 
  ● IRPAJava32Combobox   ○ IRPASapWin32 
  ● IRPAJava32Edit    ◌ IRPASapGrid 
  ● IRPAJava32Frame    ◌ IRPASapPicture 
  ● IRPAJava32Interfaces    ◌ IRPASapCalendar 
  ● IRPAJava32Table    ◌ IRPASapShell 
 ■ IRPAData    ◌ IRPASapTree 
  ● IRPADataString    ◌ IRPASapToolbar 
      ○ IRPASapButton 
      ○ IRPASapCheckbox 
      ○ IRPASapCombobox 
      ○ IRPASapEdit 
      ○ IRPASapMenu 
      ○ IRPASapTab 
      ○ IRPASapTable 
     ● IRPASapRow 
► CE_Data.DateTime 
► CE_Data.XMLKey 
 ■ CE_Data.XMLRecord 
  ● CE_Data.XMLFile 
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Examples in different programming languages 

 Processes with Visual Studio C#  
 Example with vbs 
 Example with Java 

Example with vbs 
 

For this example we will use VBScript. In section First Step: “Hello world” this 
example was already described in VBS 

 You can now create the VBScript file in the same directory where you saved 
the "NotePadExample01.crty" project. Write in your VBScript file the following 
instructions for Cartes to load the project and edit the notepad with the message "Hello 
World" 
 
Dim Cartes 
 
Set Cartes = CreateObject("Cartes.CartesObj") 
projectPath = replace(Wscript.ScriptFullName, Wscript.ScriptName, "") 
projectFile = projectPath & "NotePadExample01.crty" 
result = Cartes.execute("open("""&projectFile&""");"&chr(13)&chr(10)&_ 
                        "$Notepad.value(""Hola mundo."");") 
if Cartes.LastError <> "" then 
  msgBox Cartes.LastError   
  wscript.quit 
end if 

 
The example starts by creating an Cartes ActiveX instance - CreateObject 

("Cartes.CartesObj")- This is the way you can access Cartes from any Windows 
program. In short we have an ActiveX object that allows you to execute Cartes Script 
(Cartes.execute). In the next sections we will describe the ActiveX classes, their 
methods and properties to which you have access. 
 

Example with Java 
To develop Cartes processes in Java, you need “Installing Jacob Library for Java 
implementations.” 
 
 Once this library is installed, create a project and reference the Jacob library. 
The following code shows an example of how to use the library for the robot to 
generate a Balloon type message. 
 
 
import com.jacob.com.*; 
import com.jacob.activeX.*; 
public class Hello_Cartes { 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  ActiveXComponent rc = new ActiveXComponent("Cartes.CartesObj"); 
  Dispatch cartes = (Dispatch)rc.getObject(); 
  Dispatch.call(cartes, "execute", "balloon(\"Hi, I´m Cartes!\");"); 
 } 
} 
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Cartes.CartesObj 
It is the main object from which starts every project with Cartes from an external 

language. The example line in vbs instantiates a Cartes object. 
 

Set Cartes = CreateObject("Cartes.CartesObj") 
 
The declaration of its ActiveX Interface is: 
 
ICartesObj = dispinterface 
  function Execute(const Script: String): String; 
  function LastError: String; 
  function component(const variablename: String) :IRPAComponent; 
  function open(const filename: String): Integer; /* Load in Cartes 
    the rpa Project “filename” */ 
  function merge(const filename: String): Integer; 
  procedure close; 
  procedure reset(const api: String); 
  procedure balloon(const message: String); 
  procedure forensic(const message: String); 
  procedure run(const programfile: String); /* Execute the command 
    "programfile" of the Windows shell */ 
  function Iterations(from, to: TDateTime; 
                      const params: RPAParameters): Integer; 
  function IterationLast(from, to: TDateTime; 
                         const params: RPAParameters): TDateTime; 
 
  function RegisterIteration(start: TDateTime; const typify: String; 
                    const data: String; screenShot: Integer): Integer; 
  procedure SendWarning(const subject, message: String); 
  function swarmdelay(minutes : integer): Integer; 
  function swarmdelaydefault: Integer; 
  function Credential: CredentialStack; 
 
  property Abort: Integer; 
end; 
 
This object offers the following methods and properties. 
 
Abort 

Read and write property with which we can abort the code launched with the 
"execute" method. 

 
property Abort: Integer; 
 
All nonzero values are interpreted as true. 
 
balloon 

It shows a bubble next to the Cartes icon in the taskbar with the indicated 
message. It is the Balloon function. 
 
Procedure balloon(const message: string); 
 
close 
Close the project in execution in Cartes. It is the close function 
 
Procedure close 
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component 

Returns an Active object that will allow you to handle a Cartes Script variable. 
To know the characteristics of the returned instance, see the IRPAComponent ActiveX 
Interface. 
 
Function component(const variablename: string):IRPAComponent; 
 

In the following example line in vbs we see a typical invocation to this method. 
In this case, it returns an instance to handle $notepad. 
 
Set notepad = Cartes.component("$notepad") 
 
Execute 

It executes Cartes Script code and returns the value returned by the last 
instruction of that code in a literal (a string). 
 
Function execute (code : string) : string 
 

In case the execution fails, the error would be returned through the LastError 
method. In the following example line in vbs we see a typical call  to this method. 
 
result = Cartes.execute("open("""&projectFile&""");"&chr(13)&chr(10)&_ 
                        "$Notepad.value(""Hello world."");") 
 
Iterations 

This is the Iterations function of Cartes Script. 
 
Function Iterations(from, to: TDateTime; 
                    const params: RPAParameters): Integer; 
 
IterationLast 
This is the IterationLast function of Cartes Script. 
 
Function IterationLast(from, to: TDateTime; 
                       const params: RPAParameters): Integer; 
 
forensic 

Writes the indicated text in the Windows Event Viewer in the application branch. 
It is the Forensic function. 
 
Procedure forensic(const message: string); 
 
LastError 
In case that an execution through Execute fails, the error returned is this method with a 
literal (a string). 
 
Function lasterror : string 
 
In the following example in vbs, we see a typical call to this method. 
 
if Cartes.LastError <> "" then 
  msgBox Cartes.LastError   
  wscript.quit 
end if 
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merge 
Load the library on the current Cartes project. Returns non-zero if everything was 
correct. It is the merge function. 
 
function merge(filename : string) : integer 
 
In the following example line in vbs we see a typical invocation to this method. 
 
result = Cartes.Merge("c:\Projects\RPA Suite\bilds.rpa"); 
 
open 
Load and execute the project in Cartes. Returns non-zero if everything was correct. It's 
the open function. 
 
Function open(filename : string) : integer 
 
In the following example line in vbs we see a typical invocation to this method. 
result = Cartes.Open("c:\Projects\RPA Suite\bilds.rpa"); 
 
RegisterIteration 
It is the RegisterIteration function of Cartes Script. In the "ScreenShot" parameter all 
nonzero values are interpreted as true. 
 
Function RegisterIteration(start: TDateTime; const typify: String; 
                    const data: String; screenShot: Integer): Integer; 
 
reset 
Resets the specified api. It is the Cartes Script reset function. 
 
Procedure reset(api : string) 
 
run 
Execute the indicated file. It is the Cartes Script Run function. 
 
Procedure run(programfile : string) 
 
SendWarning 
This is the SendWarning function of Cartes Script. 
 
Procedure SendWarning(const subject, message: String); 
 
 
SwarmDelay 
This is the SwarmDelay function of Cartes Script. 
 
Function SwarmDelay(minutes : integer) : Integer; 
 
SwarmDelayDefault 
This is the SwarmDelayDefault function of Cartes Script. 
 
Function SwarmDelayDefault: Integer; 
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Credential 
Devuelve una instancia de la clase CredentialStack. 
 
Function Credential: CredentialStack; 
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RPAParameters 
It is the object used to pass parameters to Cartes ActiveX methodsThe 

following example in vbs instance a RPAParameters object. 
 

Set Parameters = CreateObject("Cartes.RPAParameters") 
 
Instances of this class are lists of text strings. Each of these text strings 

represents a parameter for the invoked method. 
 
RPAParameters = dispinterface 
  procedure clear; 
  procedure takevalue(const Value: RPAParameters); 
  property items: Integer readonly; 
  property item[index: Integer]: WideString; 
  property itemAsInteger[index: Integer]: Integer; 
end; 

 
In the following example we see the code to recognize an image on the screen 

and click on it. 
 
Set Parameters = CreateObject("Cartes.RPAParameters") 
Parameters.item[0] = "c:\RPA\library\images\buttonstop01.bmp" 
Parameters.item[1] = "c:\RPA\library\images\buttonstop02.bmp" 
ProgressWindows.clickOnImage Parameters, 1 
 

This other example, written in C#, shows how to add elements and read them 
from a for statement. 
 
RPAParameters parameters = new RPAParameters(); 
 
parameters.item[parameters.items] = "First"; 
parameters.item[parameters.items] = "Second"; 
for(int i = 0; i < parameters.items; i++) 
{ 
  MessageBox.Show(parameters.item[i]); 
} 
 

CredentialStack 
This class will allow us to manage the credentials of the swarm. The credential 

management mechanism is described in the Credential Manager section. It 
corresponds to the CredentialStack of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence 
with its methods.. 
 
CredentialStack = dispinterface 
  function TryLock(const code: string): Integer; 
  procedure Lock(const code: string); 
  procedure UnLock; 
  procedure Write(const Value: IRPAComponent); 
 
  property Code: string readonly; 
  property Executable: string readonly; 
  property User: string readonly; 
  property Password: string readonly; 
end; 
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IRPAComponent 
This is the abstract class from which all other classes that handle the Cartes 

Script component variables inherit. They should always be instantiated with cartes in 
the "component" method of Cartes.CartesObj, and you should never create it as an 
ActiveX object. The declaration of its ActiveX Interface is: 
 
IRPAComponent = dispinterface 
  function ActiveXClass: string; 
  function api: string; 
  function child(index: Integer): IRPAComponent; 
  function componentclass: string; 
  function componentexist(timeout: Integer): Integer; 
  property descendants: Integer readonly; 
  function dochild(const route: string; const method: string; 
                   const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
  function doroot(const method: string; 
                  const parameters: IRPAParameters): string; 
  function Execute(const method: string; 
                   const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
  function getComponentRoot: IRPAComponent; 
  function route: string; 
  function waitforcomponent(timeout: Integer): Integer; 
  function wrapper: string; 
end; 

 
Corresponds to Base of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with the 

majority of its methods. 
 
In the example we can see how the ActiveX class corresponding to a Cartes 

Script component variable is instantiated. 
 
Set Cartes = CreateObject("Cartes.CartesObj") 
Set notepad = Cartes.component("$notepad") 
 

IRPAWin32Component 
It's the class to handle Win32 components. Inherits from IRPAComponent. It 

corresponds to Win32 Class of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with 
most of its methods. The Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32Component = dispinterface IRPAComponent 
  procedure click(movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure clickmenu(const route: string); 
  procedure clickon(x: Integer; y: Integer; movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure clickonimage(const imagefiles: RPAParameters; 
                         movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure clickonimagerect(x: Integer; y: Integer; width: Integer; 
                             height: Integer; 
                             const imagefiles: RPAParameters; 
                             movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure close; 
  function description: WideString; 
  procedure doubleclick(movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure doubleclickon(x: Integer; y: Integer; movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure doubleclickonimage(const imagefiles: RPAParameters; 
                               movemouse: Integer); dispid 310; 
  procedure doubleclickonimagerect(x: Integer; y: Integer; 
                                   width: Integer; height: Integer; 
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                                   const imagefiles: RPAParameters; 
                                   movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure down; 
  procedure draganddrop(const button: string; 
                        screenx: Integer; screeny: Integer); 
  procedure dragfromanddrop(const button: string; 
                            x: Integer; y: Integer; 
                            screenx: Integer; screeny: Integer); 
  function Enabled: Integer; 
  function Exists: Integer; 
  function FindPicture 
                   (const imagefiles: RPAParameters): RPAParameters; 
  function FindPictureIn(x: Integer; y: Integer; 
                    width: Integer; height: Integer; 
                    const imagefiles: RPAParameters): RPAParameters; 
  procedure focus; 
  function focused: Integer; 
  function handle: Integer;  
  function IdRole: Integer;  
  function IdSituation: Integer; 
  procedure Move(x: Integer; y: Integer);  
  function Name: WideString;  
  function PID: Integer;  
  function Pixel(x: Integer; y: Integer): Integer;  
  function PostMessage(msg: Integer; wParam: Integer; 
                       lParam: Integer): Integer; 
  procedure Press(keycode: Integer; repetitions: Integer); 
  function Recognition(const language: string): string; 
  function RecognitionRatio(const language: string; 
                          ratiox: Double; ratioy: Double): string; 
  function RecognitionRatioFrom(const language: string; 
         x: Integer; y: Integer; width: Integer; 
         height: Integer; ratiox: Double; ratioy: Double): WideString; 
  procedure ReSize(width: Integer; height: Integer); 
  procedure RightClick(movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure RightClickOn(x: Integer; y: Integer; movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure RightClickOnImage(const imagefiles: RPAParameters; 
                              movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure RightClickOnImageRect(x: Integer; y: Integer; 
                width: Integer; height: Integer; 
                const imagefiles: RPAParameters; movemouse: Integer); 
  function Role: WideString; 
  function route: WideString; 
  procedure SaveRectToFile(const filename: WideString); 
  procedure SaveRectPartToFile(x: Integer; y: Integer; width: Integer; 
                               height: Integer; 
                               const filename: WideString); 
  function SendMessage(msg: Integer; wParam: Integer; 
                       lParam: Integer): Integer; 
  procedure SetMouse(x: Integer; y: Integer); 
  procedure Show(const mode: WideString) 
  function Situation: WideString; 
  function TitleMenu(const route: WideString): WideString; 
  procedure TypeKey(const key: WideString; 
                    const controlkey1: WideString; 
                    const controlkey2: WideString); 
  function TypedWord: WideString; 
  function TypedWordFrom(x: Integer; y: Integer): WideString; 
  procedure TypeFromClipboard(const Value: WideString); 
  procedure TypeFromClipboardCheck(const Value: WideString; 
                                   checkfocus: Integer; 
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                                   checkvalue: Integer); 
  procedure TypeFromClipboardOn(x: Integer; y: Integer; 
                            const Value: WideString; 
                            checkfocus: Integer; checkvalue: Integer); 
  procedure TypeWord(const Value: WideString); 
  procedure TypeWordCheck(const Value: WideString; 
                          checkfocus: Integer; checkvalue: Integer); 
  procedure TypeWordOn(x: Integer; y: Integer; 
                       const Value: WideString; checkfocus: Integer; 
                       checkvalue: Integer); 
  procedure Up; 
 
  property Value: string 
  property WindowState: string readonly 
  property DPIAwareness: Integer readonly 
  property Visible: Integer 
  property x: Integer readonly 
  property y: Integer readonly 
  property width: Integer readonly 
  property height: Integer readonly 
end; 
 

IRPAWin32Accesibility 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to Accessibility of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32Accessibility = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  property OffScreen: Integer readonly 
end; 
 

IRPAWin32Accesibility42 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Accesibility. It corresponds to Accessible Edit of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of the methods of it. The 
declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 

 
IRPAWin32Accessibility = dispinterface IRPAWin32Accesibility 
  property Safe: Integer readonly 
end; 

IRPAWin32Automation 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to Automation of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32Automation = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  property HandleNative: Integer readonly 
  property OffScreen: Integer readonly 
end; 
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IRPAWin32Automation50004 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Automation. It corresponds to Automation Edit of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 

 
IRPAWin32Automation = dispinterface IRPAWin32Automation 
  property Safe: Integer readonly 
end 

IRPAWin32CheckRadioButton 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to CheckRadioButton of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 

 
IRPAWin32CheckRadioButton = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  property Checked: Integer 
end; 
 

IRPAWin32Combobox32 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to Combobox32 of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32Combobox32 = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  function Position(const option: string): Integer; 
   
  property Displayed: Integer 
  property Selected: Integer 
  property Options: Integer 
  property Option[index : integer]: string readonly 
end; 

IRPAWin32DateTime 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to DateTimeW32 of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32DateTimeW32 = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  procedure FormatDateTime(const format: string); 
  procedure AssignFormatDateTime(const format: string; 
                                 const value: string);  
end; 
 

IRPAWin32Edit32 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to Edit32 of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32Edit32 = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  procedure TypeValue(const value: string); 
end; 
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IRPAWin32GridGXWND 
Inhertis from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to GridGXWND of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32GridGXWND = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  function Find(column: Integer; const value: string): Integer;  
  procedure First;  
  procedure Last;  
  procedure Next;  
  procedure Prior;  
  procedure Select(index: Integer); 
 
  property Columns: Integer readonly  
  property Cell[column: Integer]: string 
end; 
 

IRPAWin32InternetExplorer 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to  Internet Explorer 

Server of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The 
Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
IRPAWin32InternetExplorer = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  procedure RunScript(const script: string); 
  function Wait(seconds: Integer): Integer; 
 
  property Downloaded: Integer readonly  
  property State: string readonly  
  property Title: string readonly  
  property URL: string readonly  
end; 
 

IRPAWin32Listbox32 
Inhertis from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to Listbox32 of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32Listbox32 = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  property Multiselect: Integer readonly  
  property Options: string readonly  
  property Option [index: Integer]: string readonly 
  property Selected[index: Integer]: string 
end; 
 

IRPAWin32ListView32 
Inhertis from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to  ListView32 of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32ListView32 = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  function Find(const substr: string; column: Integer): Integer;  
  procedure SelectColumn(row: Integer; column: Integer); 
  function Selected_X: Integer; 
  function Selected_Y: Integer; 
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  function Selection: integer; 
  procedure SelectRow(row: Integer); 
  procedure UnSelect(row: Integer); 
 
  property Cell [row, column: Integer]: string 
  property Columns: Integer readonly  
  property Rows: Integer readonly  
end; 
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IRPAWin32SysHeader32 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to SysHeader32 of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32SysHeader = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  procedure ClickItem(index: integer); 
  procedure DoubleClickItem(index: integer); 
  function FindAnIndex(const title: string): Integer; 
 
  property Sections: integer readonly 
  property Title[index: integer]: string 
end; 
 

IRPAWin32TabControl 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to TabControl32 of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32TabControl = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  function Tabs: Integer; 
 
  property Selection: Integer 
  property Title[index: Integer]: string 
end; 
 

IRPAWin32Toolbar32 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to TabControl32 of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32TabControl = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  function Button_x: Integer; 
  function Button_y: Integer; 
  procedure ClickByCommand(IdCommand: Integer); 
  procedure ClickByIndex(index: Integer); 
  function FindAnIndex(IdCommnand: Integer): Integer; 
  function IdCommand(index: Integer): Integer; 
  function Items: Integer; 
  function State(index: Integer): string; 
  function Style(index: Integer): string; 
  function Title(IdCommand: Integer): string; 
end; 
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IRPAWin32TreeView32 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to TreeView32 of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAWin32TreeView32 = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
  procedure Collapse; 
  procedure Expand; 
  function Find(const title: string): Integer; 
  function Items: Integer; 
  procedure Next; 
  procedure Root; 
  function Selected: string; 
  function Selected_Visible: Integer; 
  function Selected_Height: Integer; 
  function Selected_Width: Integer; 
  function Selected_x: Integer; 
  function Selected_y: Integer; 
 
  property Expanded: Integer 
  property Node: string 
end; 
 
 

IRPAWin32WindowsFormsGrid 
Inherits from IRPAWin32Component. Corresponds to  Windows Forms Grid of 
Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of the methods of it. The 
declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 

: 
 
IRPAWin32WindowsFormsGrid = dispinterface IRPAWin32Component 
 
  function GetCell(row, column: integer): IRPAWin32Accesibility; 
  function GetCellValue(row, column: integer): string; 
  function GetField(index: integer): IRPAWin32Accesibility25; 
  function GetFieldByName(const name: string): Integer; 
  procedure SetCellValue(row, column: integer; value: string); 
  procedure ScrollTo(const cell: IRPAWin32Accesibility); 
 
  property Rows: Integer 
  property Fields: string 
end; 
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IRPAMSHTMLComponent 
This is the class to handle the Microsoft Internet Explorer HTML components. 

Inherits from IRPAComponent. Corresponds to MSHTML Class of Cartes Script, so 
there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its ActiveX 
interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLComponent = dispinterface IRPAComponent 
  procedure Click; 
  procedure ClickOnBrowser(movemouse: Integer); 
  procedure ClickOnBrowserOn(x: Integer; y: Integer; 
                             movemouse: Integer); 
  function doBrowser(const method: string; 
                     const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
  procedure Event(const eventName: string); 
  procedure Focus; 
  function Height: Integer; 
  procedure HorizontalScroll(pixels: Integer); 
  function Id: string; 
  function InnerHTML: string; 
  function OnClick: Integer; 
  function OuterHTML: string; 
  procedure VerticalScroll(pixels: Integer); 
  function Width: Integer; 
  function X: Integer; 
  function Y: Integer; 
 
  property Value: string  
end; 
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IRPAMSHTMLAnchor 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Anchor of Cartes 

Script, This is the class to handle the Microsoft Internet Explorer HTML components 
 
IRPAMSHTMLAnchor = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  property href: string 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLBody 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to the Body class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 

 
IRPAMSHTMLAnchor = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLButton 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to the Button class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 

 
 
IRPAMSHTMLButton = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string 
 
  property Enabled: Integer 
  property ReadOnly: Integer 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLCheckbox 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to the Checkbox 

class of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The 
Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLCheckbox = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string; 
  function Text: string; 
  
  property Enabled: Integer 
  property ReadOnly: Integer 
end; 
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IRPAMSHTMLForm 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Correspond to Form class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLForm = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function Action: string; 
  function Encoding: string; 
  function Method: string; 
  function Name: string; 
  procedure Reset; 
  procedure Submit; 
  function Target: string; 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLFrame 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Frame class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLFrame = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  procedure RunScript(const script: string); 
  function src: string; 
  function State: string; 
  function Title: string; 
  function URL: string; 
  function Wait(seconds: Integer): Integer; 
 
  property Downloaded: Integer readonly 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLHTML 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to HTML class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLHTML = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function Domain: string; 
  function Title: string; 
  function URL: string; 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLImage 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Img class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLImg = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string; 
  function src: string; 
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end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLInputFile 
Inherits IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Correspond to Input file class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 

 
IRPAMSHTMLInputFile = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string; 
 
  property Enabled: Integer 
  property ReadOnly: Integer 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLInputHidden 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to  Input hidden class 

of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The 
Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLInputHidden = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string; 
 
  property Enabled: Integer 
  property ReadOnly: Integer 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLInputImage 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Input image class 

of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The 
Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLInputImage = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string; 
  function src: string; 
 
  property Enabled: Integer 
  property ReadOnly: Integer 
end; 
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IRPAMSHTMLInputText 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Input text class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 

 
IRPAMSHTMLInputText = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string; 
  procedure TypeFromClipboard(const value: string); 
  procedure TypeFromClipboardCheck(const value: string; 
                                   checkvalue: Integer); 
  procedure TypeWord(const value: string); 
  procedure TypeWordCheck(const value: string; 
                          checkvalue: Integer); 
 
  property Enabled: Integer 
  property ReadOnly: Integer 
  property Safe: Integer readonly 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLObject 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Object class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLObject = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function CLSID: string; 
  function RunMethod(const method: string; 
                     const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLRadio 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Radio button class 

of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The 
Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLRadio = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string; 
  function Text: string; 
 
  property Enabled: Integer 
  property ReadOnly: Integer 
end; 

IRPAMSHTMLSelect 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Select class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLSelect = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string; 
  function OptionValue(index: Integer): string; 
  function OptionText(index: Integer): string; 
  function Options: Integer; 
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  property Selected: Integer 
  property Text: string 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLTable 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Table class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLTable = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function doCell(row: Integer; cell: Integer; const method: string; 
                  const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
  function Rows: Integer; 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLTextArea 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Text area class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAMSHTMLTextArea = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function name: string; 
  procedure TypeFromClipboard(const value: string); 
  procedure TypeWord(const value: string); 
 
  property Enabled: Integer 
  property ReadOnly: Integer 
end; 
 

IRPAMSHTMLTr 
Inherits from IRPAMSHTMLComponent. Corresponds to Tr class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 

 
IRPAMSHTMLTr = dispinterface IRPAMSHTMLComponent  
  function Columns: integer; 
end; 

IRPAJava32Component 
It's the class to handle the components of Java applications. Inherits from 

IRPAComponent. Corresponds to Java32 Object / Generic Object of Cartes 
Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAJava32Component = dispinterface IRPAComponent 
  function AccesibleFlags: string; 
  function Actions: RPAParameters; 
  procedure Click; 
  procedure ClickOn(x: Integer; y: Integer); 
  function Description: string; 
  function doAction(const action: string): string; 
  procedure DoubleClick; 
  procedure DoubleClickOn(x: Integer; y: Integer); 
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  procedure Focus; 
  function isAction(const action: string): Integer; 
  function name: string; 
  function PID: Integer;  
  function State: string; 
 
  property DPIAwareness: Integer readonly 
  property Enabled: Integer readonly 
  property Focused: Integer readonly 
  property Height: Integer readonly; 
  property OffScreen: Integer readonly 
  property Selected: Integer readonly 
  property Visible: Integer readonly 
  property Width: Integer readonly 
  property X: Integer readonly 
  property Y: Integer readonly 
end; 
 
 
 

IRPAJava32Check 
Inherits from IRPAJava32Component. Corresponds to Check Button class 

of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The 
Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAJava32Check = dispinterface IRPAJava32Component 
  property Checked: Integer 
end; 

IRPAJava32Combobox 
Inherits from IRPAJava32Component. Corresponds to Combobox class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAJava32Combobox = dispinterface IRPAJava32Component 
  property Options: Integer readonly 
  property Option[index: Integer]: string readonly 
  property Selection: Integer 
  property Value: string 
end; 
 

IRPAJava32Edit 
Inherits from IRPAJava32Component. Corresponds to Edit class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAJava32Edit = dispinterface IRPAJava32Component 
  procedure TypeFromClipboard(const value: string); 
  procedure TypeWord(const value: string; checkvalue: Integer); 
 
  property Safe: Integer readonly 
  property Value: string 
end; 
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IRPAJava32Frame 
Inherits from IRPAJava32Component. Corresponds to Frame Class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAJava32Frame = dispinterface IRPAJava32Component 
  function Handle: Integer; 
  function Id: string; 
  procedure setVisible(value : integer); 
  function Title: string; 
  procedure TypeFromClipboard(x: Integer; y: Integer; 
                              const value: string; 
                              checkvalue: Integer); 
  procedure TypeWord(x: Integer; y: Integer; 
                     const value: string; 
                     checkvalue: Integer); 
  function WinClass: WideString; 
  function doWindows(const method: string; 
                     const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
end; 
 

IRPAJava32Interfaces 
Inherits from IRPAJava32Component. Corresponds to Interfaces class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAJava32Interfaces = dispinterface IRPAJava32Component 
  property Value: string readonly 
end; 

IRPAJava32Table 
Hereda de IRPAJava32Component. Corresponds to Table class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAJava32Table = dispinterface IRPAJava32Component 
  function ColumnByName(const name: string): Integer; 
  function Columns: Integer; 
  function doCell(row: Integer; column: Integer; const method: string; 
                  const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
  function doColumn(column: Integer; const method: string; 
                    const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
  function Rows: Integer; 
end; 

IRPASapComponent 
It's the class to handle the SAP components. Inherits from IRPAComponent. 

Corresponds to SAP Object class of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence 
with most of its methods. The Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapComponent = dispinterface IRPASapComponent 
  function ClassCode: string; 
  function RunMethod(const method: string; 
                     const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
end; 
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IRPASapControl 
Inherits from IRPASapComponent and represents the visible components of 

the SAP application. Correspond to SAP Control class of Cartes Script, so there is 
a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapControl = dispinterface IRPASapComponent 
  procedure Focus; 
  function Height: Integer; 
  function IconName: string; 
  function Id: string; 
  function Name: string; 
  function ToolTip: string; 
  function Width: Integer; 
  function X: Integer; 
  function Y: Integer; 
 
  property Value: string 
end; 
 

IRPASapWin32 
Inherits from IRPASapControl and represents the SAP components 

implemented on a Windows component. Corresponds to SAP Win32 Object class of 
Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapWin32 = dispinterface IRPASapControl  
  function Handle: Integer; 
  function Visible: Integer; 
  function WinClass: string; 
  function doWindows(const method: string; 
                     const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
end; 
 

IRPASapGrid 
Inherits from IRPASapWin32. Correspond to Grid View class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapGrid = dispinterface IRPASapWin32  
  function ButtonChecked(const id: string): Integer; 
  function ButtonEnabled(const id: string): Integer; 
  function ButtonId(index: Integer): string; 
  function ButtonPosition(const id: string): Integer; 
  function Buttons: Integer; 
  function ButtonType(const id: string): string; 
  procedure ClickId(const id: string); 
  procedure ClickOption(const id: string; MenuPosition: Integer); 
  procedure ClickMenu(const id: string; 
                      const MenuTitle: string); 
  procedure ClickCell(row: Integer; column: Integer); 
  function ColumnId(index: Integer): string; 
  function ColumnPosition(const id: string): Integer; 
  function Columns: Integer; 
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  procedure DoubleClick(row: Integer; column: Integer); 
  function Rows: Integer; 
 
  property Cell[row: Integer; column: Integer]: string 
  property ColumnSelected[const id: string]: Integer 
end; 
 

IRPASapPicture 
Inherits from IRPASapWin32. Corresponds to Picture class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapPicture = dispinterface IRPASapWin32  
  function URL: string; 
end; 
 

IRPASapButton 
Inherits from IRPASapControl. Corresponds to  SAP Button class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapButton = dispinterface IRPASapControl  
  procedure click; 
end; 
 

IRPASapCalendar 
Inherits from IRPASapWin32. Corresponds to Calendar class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapCalendar = dispinterface IRPASapWin32    
end; 

IRPASapCheckbox 
Inherits from IRPASapControl. Corresponds to SAP Checkbox RadioButton 

class of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The 
Declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapCheckbox = dispinterface IRPASapControl  
  function legend : string; 
end; 

IRPASapCombobox 
Inherits from IRPASapControl. Corresponds to SAP Combobox class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapCombobox = dispinterface IRPASapControl  
  property Key: string  
  property Text: string 
end; 
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IRPASapEdit 
Inherits from IRPASapControl. Corresponds to SAP Edit of Cartes Script, 

so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its ActiveX 
interface is: 
 
IRPASapRow = dispinterface IRPASapControl 
  property Safe: Integer readonly 
end 
 

IRPASapMenu 
Inherits from IRPASapControl. Corresponds to SAP Menu Option class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapMenu = dispinterface IRPASapControl  
  procedure click; 
end; 
 

IRPASapRow 
Inherits from IRPASapComponent. Corresponds to SAP Row class of 

Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration 
of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapRow = dispinterface IRPASapComponent 
  property Selected: integer 
end; 
 

IRPASapShell 
Inherits from IRPASapWin32. Corresponds to SAP Shell class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapShell = dispinterface IRPASapWin32  
  function SubType: string; 
end; 
 

IRPASapTab 
Inherits from IRPASapControl. Corresponds to SAP Tab class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapTab = dispinterface IRPASapControl  
  procedure click; 
end; 
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IRPASapTable 
Inherits from IRPASapControl. Corresponds to SAP Table class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapTable = dispinterface IRPASapControl  
  function ColumnByName(const name: string): Integer; 
  function Columns: Integer; 
  procedure Configure; 
  function doCell(row: Integer; column: Integer; 
                  const method: string; 
                  const parameters: RPAParameters): string; 
  function Rows: Integer; 
  function VerticalScrollSize: Integer; 
 
  property VerticalScrollPosition: Integer  
end; 
 

IRPASapTree 
Inherits from IRPASapWin32. Corresponds to SAP Tree class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapTree = dispinterface IRPASapWin32  
  procedure Click; 
  procedure Collapse; 
  procedure Expand; 
  function Next: Integer; 
  function Node: string; 
  procedure Root; 
 
  property Path: string 
end; 
 

IRPASapToolbar 
Inherits from IRPASapWin32. Corresponds to Toolbar class of Cartes 

Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The Declaration of its 
ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPASapTree = dispinterface IRPASapWin32  
  function ButtonChecked(const id: string): Integer; 
  function ButtonEnabled(const id: string): Integer; 
  function ButtonId(index: Integer): string; 
  function ButtonPosition(const id: string): Integer; 
  function Buttons: Integer; 
  function ButtonType(const id: string): string; 
  procedure ClickId(const id: string); 
  procedure ClickOption(const id: string; menuposition: Integer); 
  procedure ClickMenu(const id: string; const MenuTitle: string); 
end; 
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IRPAData 
This is the class to handle the Data components. Inherited from 

IRPAComponent. It corresponds to Data Class of Cartes Script, so there is a 
correspondence with most of its methods. The declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPAData = dispinterface  
end; 
 

This class does not currently offer methods.. However, it serves as an abstract 
class to bring together the other classes that make up this API.  

IRPADataString 
Inherited from IRPAData and represents data of type string. It also has a 

predefined set of dialog windows to interact with the operator. Corresponds to Data 
String of Cartes Script, so there is a correspondence with most of its methods. The 
declaration of its ActiveX interface is: 
 
IRPADataString = dispinterface IRPAData 
  procedure ShowDialog(const kind: string; 
                       const parameters: RPAParameters); 
  procedure ShowAbortDialog(const AbortText: string; 
                            const farewell: string; 
                            const ButtonText: string); 
 
  property Value: string; 
end; 
 

CE_Data.DateTime 
 

It allows us to handle with dates and times. It is especially useful the text 
property that allows us to transform from one text format to another the date. 
 
property value: double read write; 
Write and read, returns the date in double format (floating point) compatible with most 
programming languages. 
 
property text(mask: WideString): Integer read write; 
Write and read, returns the date in the indicated text format. Accepted formats are 
 

Format Description 
yyyy / yy Year format in 4 or 2 digits 
mm / m Month format in 2 or 1 digit 
dd / d For the day of the month 
hh / h Hours 
nn / n Minutes 
ss / s Seconds 

zzz / zz / z Milliseconds 
 

 
property AsString: WideString read write; 
Write and read, returns the date in local text format. 
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CE_Data.XMLKey 
 

This is a list of strings and XMLRecord values associated with a name of key or 
tag. The first item in the list is zero, and to add new items to the bottom of the list. 
 
function key: WideString; 
The name or label 
 
function count: Integer; 
The number of items in the list. 
 
procedure delete(index: Integer);  
Deletes the item from the indicated list. 
 
procedure clear;  
Clear the list. 
 
procedure setValue(const value: XMLKey);  
Take the value of the indicated list. 
 
property ListAsString[index: Integer]: WideString read write; 
Both writing and reading allows access to the item indicated in the position. 
 
property ListAsRecord[index: Integer]: XMLRecord read write; 
Both writing and reading allows access to the item indicated in the position. 
 
property AsString: WideString read write; 
Both writing and reading allows access to the first element. In fact it interprets that 
there is no list, only one element. 
 

CE_Data.XMLRecord 
 

Represents a XMLKey list. The key of each XMLKey is unrepeatable. 
 
procedure Clear; 
Delete all items in the list. 
 
function getKey(const key: WideString): XMLKey; 
Returns the requested list, and if it does not exist, it creates it. 
 
procedure setValue(const value: XMLRecord); 
Take the value of the indicated list. 
 
property AsString[const key: WideString]: WideString read write; 
Both writing and reading allows access to the first item in the list indicated with the 
label. It interprets that each list is only composed of one element. 
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CE_Data.XMLFile 
 

Represents an XML file. Inherits from CE_Data.XMLRecord so it also has its 
methods and properties. 

 
procedure LoadFromFile(const filename: WideString); 
Read the indicated XML file. 
 
procedure SaveToFile(const filename: WideString); 
Save in the file indicated in XML format 
 
property XML: WideString read write; 
Both writing and reading, allows access to xml. 
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Processes with Visual Studio C# 
 

The objective of this section is to learn how to create Cartes processes using 
the C# programming language. 

 
For this you must follow 4 steps that we have described throughout this section: 

Include the ActiveX library in the C # project (described in Programming with Cartes, 
ActiveX), add the file or files ".rpa" in the project, add the library MiTools, and start 
programming. 

 

Include Cartes in the project 
 

The best solution to work with Cartes in C # is to start by including the Robot 
Cartes Activex reference in the project. For this you can follow the steps of the figures. 

 
 

 
 
From the Solution Explorer, we deploy the contextual menu with a click 
of the right mouse button. 
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Click on "Add reference ..." 
 

 
 
 
Include "Cartes Library" and you will have access. 
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Now from the "Object Browser" we can see the classes and methods 
that compose the Cartes library. 

 
The next step is to include the ". rpa" file of Cartes with the component captures 

and the initial script. We have two options for it: 
 

 Include the file “.rpa” 
 RPA Suite for Visual Studio 
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Include the file “.rpa” 
 
Include ". rpa" directly in the project is very simple. Just include a reference to 

an existing file ". rpa". The example of the image creates a folder called "Cartes" in 
which all the files ". rpa" that you consider necessary will be added. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Then assign "Content" and "Copy always" to the file properties. With this 
when you compile the file ".rpa" it will be copied together with the compiled 
one. 
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RPA Suite for Visual Studio 
 

You also have the option to use the RPA Suite extension for Visual Studio. You 
Can Download the extension directly from the Visual Studio store as seen in the image. 

 
 

 
 
The extension opens from here. 

 

 
 

Select the extension "RPA Suite for Visual Studio" and install it. 
 

Once you have it installed you will no longer need to use "RPA Developer". 
From the extension you can capture the components that you will use in your process. 

 
 

 
 

The extension opens from here. 
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The first time it will ask us for a file name for the ".rpa". The file you use with the 
extension for Visual Studio must end in “cartes.rpa”. 

 
 

 
 

This is the extension. From here you can capture the components you need. 
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 “MiTools” Library 
 

 “MiTools Library” is a shared 
project that offers several classes in C # 
that will make it easier for you to use 
Robot Cartes. They contain methods that 
will be very useful to you, and a hierarchy 
of classes with which to structure your 
processes. With this library and using its 
class structure you will have solved much 
of the most tedious coding work. You will 
find the library at 
“MyDocuments\samples\library\CSharp”. 
 

To use MiTools you have an 
example at “MyDocuments \samples\03 - 
CSharp\03 - Demo Plugin Visual Studio”. 
The image shows the structure of the files 
that make up the solution. Open the 
example and study it, it is the standard 
solution. 

To include "MiTools" in the project 
of your solution you must follow these 
steps. 

 
 

 
 
Add the project to your solution. 
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Select the project "MiTools". 

 
 
Click to add the reference … 

 
 
... and select "MiTools" in shared projects. 
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Start programming with C# 
 
At this point you have everything ready to start programming your process. It 

has included the reference to the COM library of Cartes, the file ".rpa" with the captures 
of the components, and the library “Mitools”. In The example below see how to create 
with "new" an instance of CartesObj. Which is the engine used to program the process: 
Load with "open" the definitions file and recover with "component" the variable RPA of 
the component with which it interacts. 
 

 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.IO; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Reflection; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
using Cartes; 
 
namespace Prueba_C_01 
{ 
    static class Program 
    { 
        [STAThread] 
        static void Main() 
        { 
            CartesObj cartes = new CartesObj(); 
            RPAWin32Component notepad = null; 
 
            cartes.open(Path.Combine(Path.GetDirectoryName(Assembly. 
                        GetExecutingAssembly(). 
                        Location), @"Cartes\Prueba C 01.cartes.rpa") 
                       ); 
            cartes.Execute("visualmode(1);"); 
            notepad = (RPAWin32Component)cartes.component("$EditorNotepad"); 
            if (notepad.componentexist(0) == 0) 
            { 
                cartes.run("notepad.exe"); 
                notepad.waitforcomponent(15); 
                cartes.reset(notepad.api()); 
            } 
            notepad.focus(); 
            notepad.Value = "Hello world"; 
        } 
    } 
} 
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If we use ““MiTools” Library" to code maybe the result would be this other. It 
highlights the advantages of structuring the processes into libraries. 
 

 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.IO; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Reflection; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
using Cartes; 
using NotepadLib; 
 
namespace Demo_Plugin_Visual_Studio 
{ 
    static class Program 
    { 
                [STAThread] 
        static void Main() 
        { 
            SampleNotepad sample = null; 
 
            sample = new SampleNotepad("$abort"); 
            sample.Execute(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

 
 

The methods that CartesObj provides as well as the hierarchy of classes that 
establishes the classification of the components will be found in the help, in section 
“Programming with Cartes, ActiveX” 
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This is an example of the help that shows the declaration of the ActiveX interface of 
one of the classes and its inheritance. 
 

If you want more examples of how to program with Cartes in C # you have 
several examples of processes and libraries in the RPA Developer installation. 
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Tricks 
 
This section explains some tricks that will allow you to automate "impossible" 

applications or it will help to solve difficult programming issues 
 

Optical image recognition 
 
One of the robot's most useful skills, without a doubt, is image recognition and 

OCR (Optical Character Recognition). We can directly read the screen pixels with OCR 
or find an icon looking for the image. In the following example programmed in vbs, try 
to find a folder name so you can click on it and open it. The component with the folders 
is called $SAPLogonTree, and it looks for two images of folder icon (the folder image 
when it has the focus and when it hasn’t) 
 
sub clickCarpetaConexiones (nombreCarpeta) 
  dim x, y, w, h, carpeta 
   
  lanzarCartes Cartes, "reset(""win32"");" 
  x = 22 
  y = 0 
  w = 16 
  h = lanzarCartes (Cartes, "$SAPLogonTree.height;") 
  msgbox "Debo clicar en la carpeta """ & nombreCarpeta & """" 
  salir = false 
  do 
    lanzarCartes Cartes, "$Coordenadas.XML 
($SAPLogonTree.FindPictureIn(" & x & ", " & y & ", " & w & ", " & h & 
", "  & chr(13) & chr(10) & _ 
                                                                    
"""" & projectPath & "Icon Folder 00.bmp"", "  & chr(13) & chr(10) & _ 
                                                                    
"""" & projectPath & "Icon Folder 01.bmp""));" 
    if lanzarCartes(Cartes, "$Coordenadas.value(""result"");") = "1" 
then 
      carpeta = trim(replace(lanzarCartes(Cartes, 
"$SAPLogonTree.recognition(""spa"", 40, " & (y + 4) & ", 225, 17);"), 
chr(13) & chr(10) , "")) 
      if lCase(nombreCarpeta) = lCase(carpeta) then 
        lanzarCartes Cartes, "$SAPLogonTree.clickon(45, " & (y + 15) & 
", 1);" 
        salir = true 
      end if   
      y = CInt(lanzarCartes(Cartes, "$Coordenadas.value(""y"");")) + 
14 
    else 
      salir = true 
    end if 
  loop until salir   
  msgbox "He pulsado en la carpeta " & nombreCarpeta & "" 
end sub 
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Images must be in 24 bit bmp format. You can check in the example that the two 
images ("Icon Folder 00.bmp" and "Icon Folder 01.bmp") are in BMP format. The 
easiest way to get these images is with Windows "Print Screen" button. 
 

1. Take a screenshot capture of the window 
2. Paste it into Windows Paint program. 
3. Select the image that the robot must recognize and copy it to clipboard. 
4. Open another Paint program and create a new image with the clipboard image 
5. Save the new image in 24-bit BMP format. 

 
You can repeat these steps with as many images as you need to recognize with 
Cartes. We recommend that you encode the file names in a way that makes it easier to 
recognize them: It is usual to handle with a large number of images. 
 
Sometimes the recovered Paint image will not be recognized on the screen by Cartes  
, is due to differences in the color palette or the algorithm of compression of your 
Windows Paint. You can avoid the problem by asking Cartes to save a screen area 
with Win32 Class "SaveRectToFile" method 

Google Chrome 
 
Without the next trick the Google browser, Chrome, is almost impossible to 

automate. However, there is a way to enable Windows accessibility. Just run it with the 
following parameters. 

 
chrome.exe  "--force-renderer-accessibility" 

 
It now displays HTML components as accessibility objects. 
 

 

Possible crash when clicking on an HTML component 
 
Sometimes, when you click on a browser component, the robot keeps waiting for an 
answer. A simple trick for this is to use "browser_clickon", instead of clicking on the 
component 
 
For example: 
 
The following command could block the robot: 
 
$VariableMSHTML.click; 
 
For this not to happen, it would be better to use: 
 
$VariableMSHTML.browser_clickon( posX, posY, 1); 
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Siebel Class 01 Expansion 
 

This expansion is for MSHTML Class extension and offers the set of Wrappers 
needed to manipulate Siebel in versions 7 and 8. It is necessary to keep in mind that 
the connectivity of Robot Cartes with its Siebel version must be made personalized. 
That is, it is quite improbable that this expansion works with Siebel without being 
personalized by us.  

 
It is built on Microsoft Internet Explorer, and Siebel needs that in the security 

options allow access to data source between domains or, at least, the site where 
Siebel is must be registered as a trusted site. 

  
 

 
 
Once the operation is done, we are ready to start capturing Siebel components 
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Trace and debug robot actions 
 
When a Cartes process is programmed, in the language chosen by the programmer, it 
is convenient to obtain information after each relevant step carried out by the robot. A 
quick and easy way to monitor Cartes actions is to take screenshots at sensitive 
moments in the process. For example, the robot finishes filling out a form and before 
proceeding it takes a capture so that the programmer / user can see if it was filled out 
correctly. 
 
To make the tracing and debugging of Cartes actions, it is advisable to create a folder 
where you can save the captures each time the process is launched. To make 
screenshots, the Cartes ScreenShot command implements this function 
 
For example: 
 
ScreenShot(“pathToScreenShots/aaaammdd_hhmmss_action.jpg”); 
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Appendices 
 
This section provides additional and important information to make Cartes run 

propperly. 
 

Installing Java Access Bridge 
 

In order for Java32 extension of the robot to be able to access to the 
components, the plugging of Java virtual machine "Java Access Bridge" must be 
installed. 

Note that "Access Bridge" is integrated in the virtual machine from version 
"Java SE 7 Update 45", therefore, only in previous versions you will need to install it. 
Here is an Oracle link with the necessary information 
 
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/accessbridge/2.0.2/setup.htm 
 

In later versions of "Java SE 7 Update 45" installed in Windows x32, it is only 
necessary to enable it. To do this you must run from the command console… 
 

Action Command 
Enable %JRE_HOME%\bin\jabswitch -enable 

Disable %JRE_HOME%\bin\jabswitch -disable 

 
Enable and disable are by profile. That is, you must perform this action with 

each user of the machine. 
 

Another option is to do it from the Accessibility Center of Windows Control 
Panel. You can see the option in the image . 
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Installing SAP Scripting  
 

In order for automate SAP extension to access the components, the "Scripting" 
functionality of SAP must be installed and enabled in the client. For the installation run 
SAPGUI installer and follow these steps: 

 
 
 

 
Click on “Next”. 

 
Select “SAP GUI Scripting” and then continue installation. 

 
It is already installed, it is not finished. You must enable "SAP GUI Scripting", 

that is, you must give permission for it to be used. 
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Open the options window. In the figure you can see where it is in the menu of the 

version SAP 7.02 
 

 
Leave the options as in the figure. This will prevent continuous alerts from SAP 

during the execution of the robot. 
 
In some versions of SAP you can configure the scripting options directly by 

modifying the values of the Windows registry. 
 

[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\SAP\SAPGUI Front\SAP Frontend 
Server\Security] 
"WarnOnAttach"=dword:00000000 
"UserScripting"=dword:00000001 
"WarnOnConnection"=dword:00000000 

 
We are not done yet. It is also necessary to enable the "SAP GUI Scripting" on 

the server. To do this, use transaction RZ11 and follow these steps: 
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…and press “Enter” 

 
Click on “Display” 

 
Click “Change Value” 

 
Type "TRUE" in uppercase and save the change 

. 
 
To permanently enable this parameter you need to add it via RZ10 transaction 

and restart SAP, or locate the file in "Default.pfl" server (usually in "C: \ usr \ sap \ NSP 
\ SYS \ profile") and add the line: 
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sapgui/user_scripting = TRUE 
 
The following example shows a "Default.pfl" file after adding this line. 
 
SAPDBHOST = SAP702 
j2ee/dbtype = sap 
j2ee/dbname = NSP 
j2ee/dbhost = SAP702 
SAPSYSTEMNAME = NSP 
SAPGLOBALHOST = SAP702 
system/type = ABAP 
#--------------------------------------------- 
# SAP Message Server for ABAP 
#--------------------------------------------- 
rdisp/mshost = SAP702 
rdisp/msserv = 0 
rdisp/msserv_internal = 3900 
login/system_client = 001 
sapgui/user_scripting = TRUE 
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Key Codes for IBM Personal Communications 
 

The following table lists the main key codes used by IBM Terminal Emulators. 
 

Mnemonic Meaning 3270 5250 VT 
@@ @ Yes Yes Yes 
@< Backspace Yes Yes Yes 
@B Left Tab Yes Yes No 
@C Clear Yes Yes No 
@D Delete Yes Yes No 
@E Enter Yes Yes No 
@F Erase EOF Yes Yes No 
@H Help No Yes No 
@I Insert Yes Yes No 
@J Jump Yes Yes No 
@L Cursor Left Yes Yes Yes 
@N New Line Yes Yes Yes 
@O Space es Yes Yes 
@P Print Yes Yes Yes 
@R Reset Yes Yes No 
@T Right Tab Yes Yes Yes 
@U Cursor Up Yes Yes Yes 
@V Cursor Down Yes Yes Yes 
@Z Cursor Right Yes Yes Yes 
@0 Home Yes Yes No 
@1 PF1/F1 Yes Yes No 
@2 PF2/F2 Yes Yes No 
@3 PF3/F3 Yes Yes No 
@4 PF4/F4 Yes Yes No 
@5 PF5/F5 Yes Yes No 
@6 PF6/F6 Yes Yes Yes 
@7 PF7/F7 Yes Yes Yes 
@8 PF8/F8 Yes Yes Yes 
@9 PF9/F9 Yes Yes Yes 
@a PF10/F10 Yes Yes Yes 
@b PF11/F11 Yes Yes Yes 
@c PF12/F12 Yes Yes Yes 
@d PF13 Yes Yes Yes 
@e PF14 Yes Yes Yes 
@f PF15 Yes Yes Yes 
@g PF16 Yes Yes Yes 
@h PF17 Yes Yes Yes 
@i PF18 Yes Yes Yes 
@j PF19 Yes Yes Yes 
@k PF20 Yes Yes Yes 
@l PF21 Yes Yes No 
@m PF22 Yes Yes No 
@n PF23 Yes Yes No 
@o PF24 Yes Yes No 
@q End Yes Yes No 
@u Page Up No Yes No 
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@v Page Down No Yes No 
@x PA1 Yes Yes No 
@y PA2 Yes Yes No 
@z PA3 Yes Yes No 
@A@t Print Yes Yes No 
@A@y Forward Word Tab Yes Yes No 

@A@z 
Backward Word 
Tab Yes Yes No 

 
 
 

Installing Jacob Library for Java implementations. 
 
In order to use the Robot from Java programming language, it is necessary to install 
the Jacob library. In the following link you can download the zip file containing the 
library and the necessary components for its correct operation. 
 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/jacob-project/ 
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Once downloaded the zip, we unzipped the file and go to folder Jacob-1.18. 
 

 
 
The Jacob file is the .jar library that we must include as a dependency in all Java 
projects in order to use the robot. 
 
 
If Java installation is in 32 bits, the jacob-1.18-x86.dll file should be copied to the jreX / 
bin folder where Java is installed. (Usually jre7 or jre8, depends on the Java version 
that has been installed). This file should be copied to the following path: 
 
In Java 8      C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre8\bin\ 
 
In  Java 7     C:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre7\bin\ 
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* If Java folder contains the jre directory with a different name than jre7 or jre8, for 
example jre1.8.0_121, it is in the bin of this folder where you will have to copy the dll of 
Jacob 
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Once we have the corresponding .dll file in the Java bin, the robot will be available for 
its inclusion in Java programs. 
 
To create a simple Java project that causes the robot to display a message, go to 
Programming with Cartes, ActiveX  Example with Java 
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Windows Key Codes 
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For any technical query or suggestion about any aspect of this documentation, 
please send us your comments by contacting us directly: 
 

www.rigeltechnologies.net 
  
 


